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This project entailed back~round research and documentation, casting, direction, and
post-production evaluation o(Rposevelt High School's winter 2002 musical production of
Quilters. The production thesis documentation includes .research and analysis on the play and its
literary origiris, evaluation of the play as a production vehicle, and a discussion of the directorial
vision for this production.
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Performance Parameters
Roosevelt High School's production of Quilters by Molly Newman and Barbara

Damashek.will occur at 7:30 p.m. on the following dates: February 14, 15, and 16, 2001. There

.

will also be a matinee on February 15, 2001 at 2:30 p.m.
The performances will take place in the
. .
"Little Theatre" or room 115 at Roosevelt High School. Althoug? Roosevelt High School has
the luxury of a strong theatre program there are still challenges to be aware of within this
production.
The Roosevelt High School Theatre Department annually produces a One-Act play
festival, two full-length play productions, and a large-scale musical. Within this season, Quilters
will replace one of the play productions and be allotted a similar budget. Therefore the budget
for Quilters will be minimal. Our preliminary budget is approximately $2,000.00. Although this
poses some limitations, by using stock lighting instruments, costumes, and scenic elements this is
not an impossible goal.
Another challenge is the size of the theatre. The Little Theatre is an intimate space with a
seating capacity of ninety audience members. The stage proscenium's width m,easures 17 '9"
across with a depth of 26'4". No orchestra pit or wing space exists'. The small space and
un~sual proportion~ will provide blocking challenge~ but also opportunities to use multiple
planes, levels and ·extremes of the stage (Hodge 212). The realistic style of Quilters also lends
itself to a more modes.t, simpler space.
Roosevelt High School offers seven levels of drama. The winter productions are cast out
pf the advanced level. Quilters will also follow this tradition. Therefore the casting pool
population should consist of twenty advanced actors. These actors will first complete a general

\. ..
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audition process with a short monologue and musical selection. Both the musical director and I
will then hold callbacks using selected material from the script.
For a musical, Hodge describes the director's role as a coordinator. "Finally, the director
will bring it all together-this enormous pattern of dramatic scenes, songs, and production
numbers with their dancing and scene changes [... ]" (369). Outside of working with the cast,
much of my job will be coordinating the varied schedules of the production team. A musical
. director, choreographer, and lighting
. desjgner will all be hired .from outside of Roosevelt High
School.
In her book, Staging Musical Theatre, Novak suggests an eight-week rehearsal period for
a musical (62). Due to the school calendar, the number of drama events already scheduled; and
the,availability of the hired professionals the rehearsal schedule must be flexible. Initial text and
vocal rehearsals will happen before the December holiday break. The remaining January
rehearsals will be held in the evenings from 6:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m. There will also be two Saturday
rehearsals.
Balancing the budget, facility, casting·, rehearsal
schedule,
.
. and production staff for the
production of Quilters may be a challenge. However it is my hope that the honesty and realism
of the piece will withstand the production limitations. Roosevelt students will then have the
unique opportunity to perform a small-scale musical using a realistic acting style in an intimate
setting.

Roosevelt
High School
1410 NE 66th Street
Seattle, WA 98115
(206) 252-4810 Office
(206) 252-4811 Fax

July 11, 2001
Office of Graduate Studies
Central Washington University
Barge Hall
400 E. 8th Ave.
Ellensburg. WA 98926-7460

I, the undersigned give permission for Beth Madsen to produce Quilters at Roosevelt
High School. Performances will occur on February 141\ 15th, and 16th at 7:30 p.m. in the
Little Theatre. There will also a matinee performance at 2:30 p.m. on February 15th.

Principal Lisa Kodama
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Evaluation of Quilte~s as a Production Vehicle

•
Aristotle described the number and nature of the parts of a play using the six elements;
plot, character, thought, diction, music, and spectacle (31-62). The script of Quilters
encompasses all of these devices at a variety of levels. Therefore I will use Aristotle's elements
· as a basis for an analysis of Quilters at Roosevelt High School.
The plot of Quilters is relatively simple. A mother, Sarah McKendree Bonham relates

•

her own life lessons, knowledge, and traditions to her six daughters. To accomplish this, the
script interweaves many stories of pioneer women along with Sarah's. She describes these
stories as her "Legacy Quilt" (Newman 9). Although some of the individual stories depict
women.battling fires, floods and tornadoes, the major plot is the simple passing of a mother's
knowledge.
The strength of the human spirit to endure emerges as a powerful theme. This plot and
theme will require an acting style based in realism and honesty. Interviews and research from
books such as, Women of the West by Cathy Luchetti will provide the cast ·with research to

.

better understand the harsh conditions that make up the world of the play .

.

The realistic acting style needed for Quilters will support the rich characters that tell each
, story. These characters driye both the theme and plot of the play. The characters are based on
the interviews of Patricia Cooper and Norma Bradley Allen in their book, The Quilters- Women
and Domestic Art: An Oral History. Students will be able to re.ad many of the original
interviews of the women they are playing. A midwife will also be hired to help the cast
comprehend childbirth and abortion during the nineteenth century.
One of the greatest challenges and most exciting opportunities for growth lies in the
responsibility for eacl) actor to play multiple roles. These roles include a variety of age ranges

.
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and are occasionally cross-gender. To create multiple characters while safeguarding the honesty
of each individual role; the cast.will W?,rk with Laban movement analysis as taught in Harris
Smith's Mime and Movement class. This will allow the actors to make strong choices while
maintaining the integrity of their ~haracters and the stories they are telling.
The language in Quilters is not elevated but very realistic. I have seen previous
productions in which the actors spoke with a dialect. This seemed affected and not necessary.
Specific speech patterns are written in the text and can be used as a guide. Again this will
support the honesty of each character and the production as a whole.
Although the text is not heightened, the piece does move in that direction with the use of
music. Many times the characters' stories are so stirring that their emotional state is better
conveyed through music than text alone. The music might express a child's elation playing

'
outdoors after a long winter as in "Cornelia" or the faith that settlers depended on to survive their
sorrows in "Never Grow Old" (Newman). The cast of students at Roosevelt will need to be
trained singers. The musical director of the production was the choral director at Roosevelt High
School ten years ago. She also currently tea~hes voice lessons. Having worked with her many
times, I am confident that she will pe a great asset in shaping the music and feel of the piece.
Lastly, Aristotle speaks of the spectacle of theatre. Spectacle is often the most prevalent
form for musical theatre. It is my goal that the spectacle of dance, music, and an onstage
orchestra will support the overall theme, rather than overwhelm characters in the script.
Spectacle should be one of the least p~evalent elements in Quilters. The schedule will need to
allow time to create and polish the dance and musical elements while all the while staying true to
'

the script.
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Quilters is a vibrant, poign~nt piece that depicts the life of women pn the prairie .

.
Although the challenges of portraying the story, theme, character, language, music, and spectacle
may seem daunting, I am confident that the rewards of working with such a powerful script will
be worth the effort. I feel passionate that the message and opportunity provided in Quilters for
high school girls is a valuable one.

.

,
I

•

•
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Director's Concept Statement
Molly Newman and Barbara Damashek's musical, Quilters captures the dry, empty, and
r

>

harsh land the settlers faced when moving west in America. It is the story of a woman settler and
her six daughters. Their mother, Sarah McKendree Bonham passes on the traditions of a pioneer
woman's life as she describes each block in her Legacy Quilt. Each q~ilt block represents a
different part of her story. With scenes of laughter, pain, triumph, sorrow, and joy the audience
will come to comprehend the faith and traditions women depended on to survive the harsh
challenges of living on the prairie.
Based on the book The Quilters--Women and Domestic Art: An Oral History by Patricia
Cooper and Norma Bradley Allen, the musical spans the era of the westward expansion from
1845-1910. The play was first produced at the Denver Theatre Company and later traveled to
Broadway where it was nominated for seven Tony Awards. Many of the monologues from the
musical are direct
quotes from Coopers and Allen's. interviews of quilters. The acting style and
.
design elements should portray the.simplicity and realism of the interviews. Even though it will
be a challenge in such an intimate space, the set should convey the sparseness of the land. "Day
upon day we moved through the prairie without seein' so much as a tree. Looked like there was
nothin' at all up ahead clear to the edge of the earth" (Newman 11). A unit set will be used with
mood images that reflect the grit and bitterness of the dry hot prairie co~pled with the warm
aromas of a farm, animals, hearth, ~nd freshly baked bread. Lighting and scenic levels will
provide the actors with the different necessary locations for each scene. Costu.mes will support
the realistic style.with layers of petticoats, bonnets, and aprons that reflect the climate and
;,

season. Following the guide ofrealism, Quilters will be cast using a traditional musical audition
format.
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.
The therne of survival and perseverance is evident throughout the play. The quilt
becomes a metaphor of survival. Similar to the construction of a quilt, the stories are
pieced and interweaved together to create a rich tapestry of the experience of women on
the frontier. This quilt is made with fabric scraps the settlers already owned, similar to
pioneer families who .survived with whatever goods or situations were given to theni.
Their staunch survival against fate is a common thread throughout the play. Sarah says to
her daughters:
You can't always change things. Sometimes you don't have no control
over the way things go. Hail ruins the crop or the fire burns you out. And
then you're_just given so much to work with in a life, and you have to do
the best you can with what you got. The materials is passed on to you or is
all you can afford to buy [... ] that's just what's given to you. Your fate.
But the way you put them together is your business. You can put them in
any order you like. Piecing is orderly. [... ] Know ye that here hath no
trouble taken you but is common .to all men. (Newman ,74)
Although there is nobility in Sarah's statement she is discussing the commoner. The

'
audience should see characters that are not kings, queens, or heroes but realistic survivors.·
Therefore characters will need to be played with truth and honesty.
The color palette should include hues of bright calicos, burnt umber, sand, rust, sunflower

.

yellow, and Iis;ht sky blue. The costumes and quilts will use the stronger jewel tones yet still
incorporate dusty colors. Dresses of the appropriate time period and with simple silhouettes will
be worn. These pieces should seem well cared for and well used. The actors and musicians will

Madsen
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.

create the sound effects to maintain the simplicity of the stories. The performance space is small
and will not need amplification.
Due to the confines of the space the orchestra will consist of three music~ans and be
positioned onstage. One of the challenges will be to reflect the folk style of the period with the
dances and songs. Following the tradition of student cast productions Sarah will be cast fr~m the
student pool. Cast members will work with Laban movement analysis and physic~l leads to
represent age and multiple 'characters. It is imperative that a balance be maintained between
physical characterizations and the realistic style of the piece.
The schedule will be strenu9us to incorporate acting, music, and dance in the rehearsal
period of a play. A musical director, choreographer, and lighting designer will be hired. This
will create a more flexible schedule and valuable experience for the cast. A midwife will also
participate i'n the process and be used as a resource for both students and production· staff. The
co-drama teacher at Roosevelt High School will act as technical director.

"

•

Production Schedule for QuiCters

July 2001

Sunday
1)

Monday

Tuesday

2)

Wednesday
4)

3)

Director: Beth Madsen

Tbursday
5)

Friday
6)

Saturday
7)

-

.
.
I

8)

9)

10)

.

11)

12)

13)
Submit Section I

14)

18)

19)

20)

21)
Last Day of
Class· at CWU

26)

27)
Rough Draft

28)

.

15)

16)

.

17)

.
22)

29)

23)
Visit University
of Washington

24)

30)
Revision

31)

Given Circumstances
Previous Actions
Analysis of Dialogue

'

25)

Given Circumstances
Previous Actions
Analysis of Dialogue

.
......
......

Production Schedule for Qyifrers

August 2001
Sunday

Monday

.

Wednesday

Tuesday

Thursday

1)
Section 1 Due

.

Director: Beth Madsen

•

,,.

2)
Rough Draft
Analysis of Dramatic
Action

Friday

Saturday
4)

3)

Sceni,c Design
Due

.

(;haracter Analysis.
Ideas of the Play

5)

6)
Revision

7)

-

13)

9)

10)

Rough Draft

Analysis of Dramatic
Action
Character Analysis
Ideas of the Play -

12)

8)

11)
'

Previous Reviews
Research on Playwright
List of Learning Goals

.
14)

15)

Revision

~

Previous Reviews
Research on Playwright
List of Leaming Goals

16)
Section 2
Revision

17)

18)

- 24)

25)

!

19)

20)

22)

21)

23)

-

26)

27)
,

28)

29)

30)

31)

.

.

~

,_.
N

Monday

Sunday
2)

Tuesday
4)

3)

•

9)

10)
"

16)

Director: Beth Madsen

Production Schedule for Quifrers

September 200 I

17)

11)
Production Mtg.
Scripts to
Designers and
Staff
18)

Wednesday
5)
1s1 Day with
Students

12)

Friday

Thursday
6)

Saturday
1)

7)

8)

.

14)

15)
Revision
Section 2

20)

21)

22)

27) "

28)

13)

•

.
19)

.
23)

30)
Rehearsal CD
Due

24)

25)
Costume and
Lighting Designs
Due

26)

.

29)

.

.

.

Production Schedule for QuiCters

October 2001
Sunday

Tuesday

Monday
1)

2)

Wednesday

3)

Director: Beth Madsen_
Friday

Thursday

Saturday

5)

4)

6)

•

.

.

.
7)

8)

15)

14)

9)
Drama Parents
Mtg. 7 :00 p.m.

IO)

16)

17)

11)

18)

22)

23)

24)

30)
Production Mtg.
2:30 p.m.

31)

.

.
29)

.

19)

.

20)

.

Announce Quilters
at "Light Up the
Stars" fundraiser
6:00p.m.

28)

13)

No Students
Thespian Technical
Festival

~evision
Section 2

21)

12)
Waiver Day- •

25)

26)

27)

.

~

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

5)

6)

8)
Drama 3/4
performance

9)
Drama 3/4
performance

10)

14)
Dramafest
2:30p.m.

15)
Dramafest
2:30 p.m.

16)

17)

.
,

.

Revision Section 2

13)

~

Dramafest
2:30 p.m.Drama
Parents Mtg .
7:00 p.m.

Saturday

7)
'

12)
Vet~rans' Day
No Students

Friday

Thursday
2)

~

11)

Director: Beth Madsen

1)
Audition Notice
and Rehearsal
Schedule Posted

.
4)

---

Production Schedule for QuiCters

· November 2001

3)
I

Dramafest 2:30 p.m.
Thespian Induction
7:30
Best of the 'Fest'
7:30

18)

19)
Quilters Acting
Auditions

20)
Quilters Acting
Callbacks

21)
Quilters Vocal
Auditions
7:00-10:00 p.m.

22)
Thanksgiving
Holiday

23)
Thanksgiving
Holiday

25)

26)
Quilters Cast
List Posted

27)
Production Mtg.
2:30p.m.

28)

29)

30)

24)

.

•

Production Schedule for Quifrers

December 2001

Sunday

Director: Beth Madsen

Tuesday

Wednesday

5)
Vocal Rehearsal
6:30-9:00 p.m.

6)

7)

8)

Vocal Rehearsal
6:30-9:00 p.m.

12)
Vocal Rehearsal
6:30-9:00 p.m.
Visit Theatres to
Pull Costumes

13) -

14)
Visit Theatres to
Pull Costumes

15)

21)
Last Day of
School

22)
Holiday
Vacation

Monday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday
1)
Mail Section 2

.

.
2)

9)

.

16)

3)
Vocal Rehearsal
6:30-9:00 p.m.

4)

10)

11)
Vocal Rehearsal
-6:30-9:00 p.m.

Section 2 Due
Vocal Rehearsal
6:30-9:00 p.m.

.

Mail Arranged Course
Permit to Wes

Prod. Mtg.2:30p.ni.
Drama Parents Mtg.
7:00 p.m.

17)

18)

19)

Visit Theatres to
Pull Costumes

20)
-

.
24)

23)
0)

Holiday
Vaca n

1)

Holiday
Vaca n

25)
Holiday
Vacation

-

26)
Holiday
Vacation

28)
Holiday
Vacation

27)
Holiday
Vacation

.

29)
Holiday
Vacation

Production Schedule for QuiCters

January 2002
Sunday

Monday
Rehearsals will
be held from 6-9
unless otherwise
noted

6)

7)
1sc Day with
Students
Read Thru

Tuesday

1)

8)
. Block Intro. &
Rocky Road

14)
Block Robbing
Peter to Pay Paul
& Butterfly .
Work Childbirth

20)

21)
Block& Work
Secret Drawer

.
27)

28)
Work Act I

2)
Register for
Winter Qtr. At

Thursday

3)

Friday

4)

Saturday
.

5)

cwu
9)
Block Dugout &
Baby's Blocks
Drama4
performance
2:30 p.m.

-

13)

Wednesday

Director: Beth Madsen

15)
Thespian Mini-Conf. 9-5
Drama Parents Mtg. 7pm

16)
Run &,Work
Act I

Block
Schoolhouse &
Doves
22)
23)
Block Log Cabin Block Crosses &
& Country
Losses
Crossroads
29)
30)
Work Act 1
Work Act 2

-

10)

Dance "Pieces of
Lives" & Thread the
.
Needle
Drama4
performance
2:30p.m.

17)
Vocal Review

24)
Block Tree of
Life
Review Act 2
31)
WorkAct2

11)
Block Rebel
Patch
Run to pg. 25

12)
Reh. 10-4
Block & Dance Windmill

Guest Speaker:
Midwife
Block Childbirth

18)
Block Lone Star
and Dance
Hoedown

19)

25) Run Act 1 & 2

26)

.

.
Reh. 10-4

Dance Clean
Work TBA

.

,

-..J

.

$'.
s,,
0..

"'
:::,
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Production Schedule for Qyifrers

February 2002

Sunday

Wednesday

Tuesday

Monday

1)

.
4)
2"d Semester
Costume Fittings
Work Scenes &
Full Run

7)
Tech with Lights
and Orchestra

13)

14)
15)
Quilters Opening Quilters
Matinee 2:30 p.m.
7:30 p:m.
Evening
7:30 p.m.
Video

18)

20)

21)

22)

Mid-Winter Vacation

Mid-Winter Vacation

Mid-Winter Vacation

Mid-Winter Vacation

Compile Journal

Rough Self
Evaluation

Compile Video
&
Documentation
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Given Circumstances

.

All plays establish some delineation of the exact place and time of the action as
well as give specific information about the environment. These elements are
called the facts of the play regardless of whether the playwright has been
historically accurate, because they remain fixed throughout the play. The director
should .isolate these facts by systematically noting them under the following

.

categories. (Hodge 19)
Frances Hodge discusses the different parts of a play's environmental facts in the book,
Play Directing: Analysis, Communication, and Style. He splits them into six parts: geographical
location, date, economic environment, political environment, social environment, and religious
environment. Both Quilters and the time period in which it is set are rich with information about
the envir<;mmental circumstances in which people lived. It was fascinating to discover and
research facts and stories for this project.
Geographical Location
"The geographical location refers to the exact place. This category should also include

.

climate, since weather often defines specific location and can affect dramatic action" (Hodge
19).
Written by Molly Newman and Barbara Damashek, Quilters takes place during the
second wave of western expansion in the United States. During the first half of the 1800's,
settlers traveled to what was known .as the,first frontier. This area consisted of the region that
extended approximately to the ninety-eighth meridian (Sprague 22). The first frontier included
part of the land currently known as Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Alabama, Mississippi, and Iowa
(Espenshade, 92). Except for the land in Illinois and Iowa, this frontier was primarily a timber

•
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region (Sprague 22). A wife on the timber frontier was,often left alone while her husband was in
town or hunting. During this time, husbands were·thought of as shiftless and lazy as the
following excerpt from F. A. Michaux's writings confirm. "With them [Kentucky pioneers,
1802], a passion for gaming and spirituous liquors is c"arried to excess, and sanguinary conflicts
are frequently the consequence. They meet often at the taverns, particularly during the season of
the courts of justice, where they pass whole days there" (Spragµe 40). Michaux continues to
·describe an arduous workload and oppressive role for women. Women often kept house, grew
and spun cotton and hemp, made cloth, and took care of multiple children (42).
The stories in Quilters primarily take place during the second frontier. This expansion
includes a push to the states west of the 98th parallel such as Kansas, Oklahoma, California,
Colorado, and New Mexico, "where the sun always shines and the fruit grows wild" (Newman
10). When two characters refer to living in "Runnin' Water Draw" they are describing an area in
West Texas (Hamilton 1). Fort McPherson, which is also mentioned in Quilters, is in Nebraska
(Fort McPherson Home Page 1).
The settlers of this period had a more positive outlook than that of the earlier timber
frontier. Their hope and faith helped them survive the "sparse vegetation, high evaporation,
almost incessant winds, and the frequency of dry years" (Sprague 23). Filled with energy and
optimism, newlyweds often moved to·these unsettled lands. The character Cassie from Quilters
describes the e~peri~nce of many people .during that time, "My husband and I married back in
Virginia and he wanted to go out west as soon as he could. He got a job laying track for the first
railroad into New Mexico" (Newman 68) .
.Wagon trains followed several main routes to reach the West. The Oregon Trail took
settlers to the North into the Oregon Territory. They could leave the route at Soda Springs to

.
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take the California Trail to Sacramento, San Francisco, or San Jose. The Mormon Trail
paralleled the Oregon Trail to Salt Lake City. Pioneers might choose the more Southern route of
the Santa Fe Trail. This route split at Santa Fe to become the Old Spanish Trail to Los Angeles
and the Gila River Trail to San Diego. At the peak of migration in 1850, pioneers numbering
fifty-five thousand used these routes to travel west (Horn 22).
When leaving the forests of the East Coast, settlers were amazed at the expanse of
grassland in ~he Midwest. This region is described as:
Stretching from the Missouri to the Rockies and fr:om the Canadian border to the
Texas Panhandle-abounded in reasons for pressing on. It was treeless, matted
with dense sod in its eastern reaches, arid farther west, and everywhere possessed
.
.
of a climate that ran to brutal extremes of hot and cold. [... ] It was desolate,
without shelter or respite, infinitely lonely and unforgiving. [... ] The land offered
bnly two natural resources in generous portions: soil and grass. (Horn189)
'

The ·character, Sarah remembers the sparse great prairie they lived on, "Like my Papa
used to say, 'It's not the end of the world but you can see it from here"' (Newman 7). Whether
on the prairie or nearer the Oregon Coast, settlers often lived miles away from each other and the
nearest town might be several days away (Reiter 54). ·
Although the environment was harsh, pioneers thought they were headed .for a promised
"Canaan's Land" (Newman 10) . .The following description portrays the reality·many of the
settlers' faced on their journey.
WOMAN ONE. Day upon day we moved through the prairie without seein' so
much as a tree. Looked like there was nothin' at all up ahead clear to the edge
of the earth.
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WOMAN TWO. At first it was all grass and sky ... and then the long stretch of
gray dust came ... Nothin' but gray and brown, nothin' but dust and
tumbleweeds blowin'.
4

WOMAN THREE. Dust covered evecything and everything tasted of dust.
WOMAN TWO. Passed two new graves.
WOMAN FIVE. Then the cold set in ... the icy rain ... the hailstones big as
rocks and all .the big rocks you had to move to make the road ... that's what
they meant by the Rocky Road W ~st.
WOMAN ONE. Three old graves ... two new ones.
WOMAN SIX. A baby was born.
WOMAN THREE. The snows came, the footing was treacherous ... it slowed us
down to~ crawl, and those winter n·ights fell down on you as sudden as that ...
and silent.
WOMAN FOUR. Now and again you'd hear somethin' off in the distarn;e ...
coyotes, Indians, anything you were afraid of ... but there was children with
you, so you didn't let on.
WOMAN SIX. Sev.en graves ...

'•

WOMAN TWO. One marker.
WOMAN ONE. Those nights in the wagon we set to piecin' quilts ... all ofus ..
. We would need as much as we could turn out for the long frost ahead of us.
ALL. Day upon day we moved out of the long stretch of gray into the whiteness.

( 11)
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Condensing a six to nine month trip into one page of dialogue, the audience is able to

experience the full range of environmental conditions on the ~estwa;d trail. The pioneers
endured extreme climates and regularly pass~d graves of those who had succumbed to the
elements. Many of the stories in Quilters are based on i~terviews from the book, The Quilters:
Women and Domestic Art: An Oral History ·b y Patricia Codper and N01:ma Bradley Allen. In
one of the interviews from their book, a settler describes the prair;ie as· always changing. She
continues:
The color was yellow and brown. The sky was always changing. Out here you
notice the colors always changing because there is nothing else to look at b~t the
things you make right around you and sky. You can see the weather coming . ..

.

dust storms, nmthers, rain, tornadoes, and twisters., In those ,days.you couid see
anything that stood up against the horizon. (22)
, In many of the settlers' journals and some of the monologues from Quilters, travelers
were struck with the vast prairie. Although they were unaccustomed to the meager conditions,
they still found hope in the beauty

of the land and small miracles such as the birth of a baby.

Once the pioneers reached their destinations, there were more hazards to overcome.
Whether living in a dugout on the plains or a log cabin in the woods, settlers .constantly dealt
with strong forces of nature. The climate of the East Coast did n<?t produce dust and wind to the
great extent as the large prairie. The "Butterfly Song" in Quilters describes a woman's terror ·
during a windstorm.
NURSE. 'There's a certain yellow light ·
And suddenly everything's quiet
And the dust came toward you

••
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Rising and Rolling
Wanting to Wrap you inside it

It was dark and Cold When the Sand Hit
And you wake up buried alive

It was just like bein' dead
If not for my butterfly. (Newman 36)
Another description calls the wind, "merciless, its incessant buffeting and moaning so oppressive
that more than one sod-house wife, left alone {or days on end while the men were off plowing or
hunting, went mad" (~om, 37).
The temperature was as equally unforgiving ..
Summer 1roughts, when the thermometer rose well above 100 and hovered there
for weeks on end, could char a pioneer's com crop as effectively as a blowtorch.
In winter, when temperatures sometimes plunged to 40 below zero, horrendous
snowstorms struck so suddenly that a man might lose his way between his house
and barn and freeze to death. (Hom 191)
There were terrific storms but the continuous rain and cold could further discourage
people. Miriam Davis Colt was the twelfth child of seventeen. She and her husband moved to
Kansas in 1852. She described some of the daily conditions in her journal.
A most terrific thunderstorm came up last night: the thunder tum~led from the
sky, crash upon crash ... the rain came in torrents, and the wind blew almost
tornadoes ... When we heard the storm approac~ing, we dressed ourselves,
wrapping Indian blankets about us, and made ready to protect our children from
the rain that was then dripping through the roof. We put all our bedding around
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them and all we could see to get by the glare of the lightning, (could not keep a·
.candle lit), spread our umbrellas, (five in number), placed about, and held over
them. We all got wet and were obliged to lie in our wet beds till morning. This

,

morning all was calm; the bright sun ascended up into a cloudless sky, as
majestically as though there had been no war in the elements through the night.
But the rain had dissolved our mud chinking, and the wind had strewed it all over
and in our beds, on our clothes, over our dishes., and into every comer of the
l)ouse. Have had all our sheets to wash, b~ds and blankets to dry in the sun and .
rub up, our log walls to sweep down, our shelves a.nd dishes to clean, and our own
selves to brush up. "Such is prairie life," so they say. (Luchetti 84)

Mrs. Colt's experience is c~mmon to many early settlers of the plains. A thunderstorm
might ruin the crop, a fire might bum the homestead, or a twister might destroy the town.
Ironically, settlers depended on the land for food and shelter but often battled the same
environmental conditions to survive (Horn 216).
Date
"The date includes the year, season, and time of day" (Hodge 19). Quilters takes place
during the second large wave of westward. movement that began in 1848. Primarily taken from
Ho For California: Pioneer Women and Their Quilts by Jean Ray Laury, Huston Hom's,text,
The Old West: The Pioneers, and Women of the West by Cathy Luchetti, the following timeline
records significant dates in the development of the West.
1803

Louisiana Purchase

1812

War ·o f 1812

1820 ·Pub\ic lands in the West are offered for sale at $1.24 per acre
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Frontier edge at Missouri River or 98 1h meridian
1821

Mexico gains independence from Spain
·. California becomes Mexican province
Santa Fe Trail in use
New minimum for acre_age ,80 acres

1825

Erie C~nal opens

1826

Lowell textile mills open with jobs for women

1841

First Wagon Train to Pacific on Oregon Trail and in California

1845

Texasannexed

1846 . Donner Party is trapped in !he snows near Truckee, California
Oregon is acquired from Great Britain and becomes a state
Mexican War begins
Elias Howe's sewing machine is patented
1847

First settlement in the Salt Lake Valley is established

1848

Gold is disco,vered in California

.
Married Woman's Property Bill is introduced
First Women's Rights Convention is held
1849

California becomes thirty-first state aqmitted to the Union

1850

Bloomer costume is first introdu~ed

.
Uncle Tom's Cabin is published
1854

Kansas-Nebraska act

1854

Early use of windmill·

1855

Peak of Westward Expansion, fifty-five thousand pioneers moving west
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1857

Gold is discovered near Pike's Peak, Colorado

1859

Silver is discovered is Colorado and Nevada

1860

Line of settlement reaches Great Plains

1861

Civil War Begins

1862

Homestead Act

1865

Civil War Ends

1869

Union Pacific and Central Pacific Railroad unites

1873

Windmills and barbed wire are in general use
Elizabeth Cady Stanton advocates birth control

!

1876

Telephone is patented

1878

Clara Foltz is admitted as first woman lawyer to the California Bar

1879

Belva Lockwood is admitted to practice before the Supreme·Court

1882

American Red Cross is founded

1890

Army slaughters Plains Indians at Wounded Knee

1889

Unassigned Lands Act in Oklahoma settlement

1896

Klondike gold rush begins

1903

National Women's Trade Union Leigue is established

1920

Eighteenth and Nineteenth Amendments-Prohibition and Women's

.

'

Suffrage-are passed
Between the years of 1840 and 1860; over three hundred ten thousand people had
traveled to Oregon, California, and Utah (Luchetti 26). By 1889, forty-one million acres ofland
had been settled.
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The stories in Qui! ters date between 1841 when the first wagon train left for the Oregon

Territory and 1889 near the end of the great western migration. During the timeframe of Quilters

.

settlers are moving west, establishing §chools, building the first.railroad in New Mexico, and
their children·are writing on slates. Wi~dmills are in use but there is no me~tion of fields that
have been fenced with barbed wire. For costuming purposes, Quilters will take place in 1875,
after the use of windmills but before 1889 when the number of wagon trains decreases.
Quilters spans the seasons. · "Cornelia': is set in the late summer just after the corn has
been har~ested. The "Dug Out" scene takes place. during an icy dark blizzard in the winter. The
large fire in the second act happens in the late summer when the land is as "dry as a. tinderbox"
(Newman 70).
The time of day also varies from scene to scene. A baptism is held during the early
afternoon on a Sunday. The abortion scene will most likely occur late at night after the children
have been put to bed.
Economic Environment
Francis Hodge defines the economic environment as the "class level and the state of
wealth or poverty" ( 19)
As settlers moved west, whether rich or poor, the environmental conditions created a
single class society. Pioneers came from all types of professions and levels of society. A single
h.omesteader described his neighbors as "two former coopers, an ex-store clerk, a onetime gasmeter maker and a pawn-broker from England" (Horn 200). Another Oregon pioneer wrote:
I never saw so fin~ a population as in Oregon. They were honest, because there
was nothing to steal; sober, because there was no liquor; there were no misers
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because there was no money; they were industrious, because it was work or
starve. (121)
The Western Frontier leveled the economic classes because no one could afford to travel

with luxury. A wagon train could not carry extra baggage and often families were forced to
leave precious but unnecessary items behind on the trail. Extra supplies were needed for
'

emergencies before the end of the trip. "When one caravan's cattle stampeded on the trail and
'

'

'

'

'A:'recked the undercarriage of a wagon [... ] somebody's dining-room table was promptly sawed

' that most travelers were of ordinary
up into ·new wheels" (Hom 88). Hom continues to describe
,means with a wife, four or five children, four yoke of oxen, and one wagon.
Once settlers reached their journey's end, they were usually a bit more successful.
"Successful recovery was just a matter of time" (Hom 26). However, many of the stories of
early settlers recall subsistence living. Families often lived in dug outs when they first settled.
This is a hole dug in the earth and lined with prairie sod. After they were able to live on their
land for a couple of years, they might build a log cabin or more permanent wood house. The
character, Jenny describes the meager existence in the first line of Quilters, "We were living out
in the country when we first married and we didn't have much" (Newman 7). Optimism,
enterprise, and virtue often ·carried the settlers through the hard times. Carrie reiterates, "I don't
remember any trouble or distress from those early times, although I know the grownups felt it.
There were so many stories about rough times when they first settled" (12).
Both on the trail and after groups had reached their destinations, the environment often .
determined the extent of their "rough times". Settlers used their few available resources to
survive many hardships. Sarah states:
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Sometimes you don't have no control over the way things go. Hail ruins the crop
or the fire.bums you out. And then you're just given so much to work with in a
life, and you have to do the best you can with what you got. The materials is
passed on to you· or is all you can afford to buy ... that's just what's given to you.
(Newman 74)

In Kansas and Nebraska there was a horrendous drought that lasted eighteen months. It
didn't rain from June 19, 1859 until November 18_60.
Dry, scorching winds blew in periodically from the southwest, further desiccating
the land. Thousands of sod busters were left destitute, and Marcus J. Parrott, the
Kansas representative in Washington reported that ··many people were then living
on acorns and were clothed in bark.' (Hom 215)
Environmental factors s~ch as weather determined the survival and economic success of
a community. The following quote from Quilters shows the importance of both wind and water ·
to a prairie home:
FRANKIE. I'll tell you what held your life in this country.
SARAH. A windmill!
FRANKIE. No life without it. (Newman 25)
To survive economically, nothirig on a farm was wasted. "Quilts were an indispensable
part of day-to-day living at this time ( 1845-1861 ); and no frontier household ~ould survive
• without them" (Yabsley 15). The canvas of the wagon might become a temporary roof and old
clothes could be pieced together to make warm quilts. A fragment of ball gown saved from the
East, the last usable remnant of a calico dress worn to shreds on the trail, freshly sheared and
carded wool, floss from flaxseed brought from Kentucky, and empty flour sacks all were used to
'

.
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make quilts (Reiter 75). Sarah states near the end of Quilters, "Me and Mama, we never could
• throw ~nything away" (Newman 61 ). Every scrap was utilized. A woman interviewed by
Patricia Cooper and Norma Bradley Allen described her own industrious manner. "See them old
bent rusty nails in that lard can? Makes tomatoes grow the prettiest you ever saw. Them com
cobs in them barrels ... Cut them in cl;mnks and plow them under and they gonna hold the water
, around the roots when there ain't no rain" ( 130). Resourcefulness was an imperative attribute;
nothing was wasted on a prairie homestead.
The constant use and cold weather made quilts a common item in a nineteenth century
home. Jeans and heavier fabrics were sewn together to make dark, strong quilts. Sally says,
"Remember when we was little we had those dark comforts made from overalls and wool
trousers on the bed?" (Newman 16) These were called "suggans." Often cowboys would use
these for sleeping bags when working with cattle on the range (Yabsley 23).
Heavy fabrics were used for warmth and durability but every type of fabric can be used in
a quilt. Fabrics were reused because new cloth was either unavailable or too expensive. After·
the Civil War in Texas the cost of four yards of calico was seventy-five Confederate dollars
(Yabsley 21 ). In the Oregon territory fabric and sewing supplies were often unavailable. One
homesteader asked an Oregon retailer for "satinets, jeans,. calico, and brown cotton and was told
in a "rather indifferent fashion that the only articles in stock were tools" (Sprague 110).

.

Therefore, women used and reused what they already owned. In addition, the process of piecing
old fabric together gives strength to a new quilt. Jenny sings, "These bags of calico, and denim,
and the like have kept cover on our family for generations.[ ... ] This was a piece of my
wedding dress. [. . .] Mama kept absolutely everything in here (scrap bag)" (Newman 7). Even

.
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in the 1900's while mass production took over industry, homemade quilts were still the chief
,neans of warmth in rural Texas (Yabsley 32).
In the west during the 1800's, the barter system was the main form of trade. When a
neighbor owned something they did not need, they would exchange it for something they could
'

use (Luchetti 167). Blanke.ts, ~rain, or other items were more readily available than money
(Horn 129). Some folks traded work for supplies. Howard Ruede, a young homesteader in

'
Kansas, bartered his payment for plowing a neighbor's
field with bushels of wheat in exchange
(208). Priscilla Merriman Evans described how she and her husband were able to survive their
first year on the prairie because they worked for their land, board, and keep (Luchetti 167).
This barter system gave women one of the ~rst opportunities to financiallr support their
families. Jenny describes how she helped her family economically, "Some folks were doing

.

better than us and they would get together enough material for two quilts. I would piece both of
'

.

'em and for my work I got to keep one for nothing" (Newman 7). Sarah's mother ~·quilted for
the public to pay our way" (17). Quilts were often used as barter. Sarah recalls her dowry,
"Why, a baker's dozen of quilts was often the only dowry you had ... and a sack of potatoes was ·
what you paid the preacher man with" (52). For one of the first times in America, women could
respectably earn a living by making and selling their quilts.
Political Environment
"The political environment refers to the specific relationships of the characters to the
form of government under which they live" (Hodge 19).
Although Quilters might not seem to be a political play, there are some examples of the
pioneers' relationship to their government.
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The school board is one type of early government that appears in the play. The teacher
Miss Jessie declares to her pupils, "I am pleased to announce to you children that I have finally
received permission from the school board to add the subject of geography to our course of
~tudy. You will be the first students at this school ever to have this opportunity" (Newman 39).
As soon as women started populating the ~est, they made education a high priority. Many who
came from the East Coast wanted their childr~n to be educated. To do, this they created schools
and school boards. ln small communities schools were often built
. before
. churches and were the
first forms of local government (Reiter 90).
While school boards controlled the hiring of teachers and curriculum that was taught, the
church was another political influence within society. Quilters primarily deals with Christianity
as the major form of religion in the West. On the prairie, the sects ofreligion worked together.
"Camp meetings" were formed. These wen~ evangelical groups that met at a home for worship
and socialization. Most forms of Christianity met together. "Men were too busy planning how
to become wealthy and women too bowed down by hard work to harbor ill-feeling toward
individuals of other religious persuasions" (Sprague 59). Baptists, Lutherans, and other sects all
helped the needy and organized community groups.
Women gained a new autonomy in the West. With this freedom came the challenge to

'

solve.their own problems in any way they coµld. "Making do be~me an art shared by both
sexes, and 'women's work' soon came to mean whatever had to be done, whether it was herding
· cattle, checking trap lines, or seeding the rows with com" (Luchetti 31 ). To survive, women
were forced out of the traditional roles of homemaker. Women worked in the fields, carried
weapons, and were doctors, lawyers, and cowhands. Miss Elizabeth Clemmons Smith from
Illinois wrote in her journal:
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Wolves and panthers were destructive to our stock. I have carried a gun on more
than one occasion to assist the killing of wolves that were after our stock. I was
chased by a panther nearly a rrtile, taldng refuge in an old cabin. When just
having closed the door, it sprang upon the roof and I had to remain there all night.
(Sprague 43)

· This is a very different image than the fine New England lady embroidering in her parlor
during this time. Women were becoming more independent and working in jobs previously
~

reserved for men. In California, one woman ran a factory that produced fifty thousand orange
crates a year. Another woman "matched her muscles against oak and iron as a wheelwright" in
Montana (Reiter 129). Near the Washington Territory a cowgirl rode.with five hundred cowboys
in a cattle round up ( 189). Lastly, in 1884 near Las Vegas, Helen Wiser Stewart took over her
husband's ranch when a ranch hand killed him. Not only did she maintain the ranch for the rest
of her life, but she "turned_ the dusty ranch into the-social apex of the Las Vegas Valley; it was a
haven for traveling cattlemen, prospectors, entomologists, archeologists, .drifters--even outlaws"
~

(Luchetti 151 ).
Women's new independence affected the political climate of individual communities,
states, and the nation. According to Joan Swallow's, The Women, ten percent of all

.

homesteaders were women and states that anticipated settlement and stability "encouraged their
presence" (Luchetti 35).
Many of the characters in Quilters show the beginning of this independence. A little girl
wants to be a doctor like her father, a woman teacher never marries, and a woman helps tear up
bandages with a doctor. Women were thought of as partners rather than property.

,
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Even though women were more independent in the West, the male doctor was another
.

.

possible political influence in a small society. The audience of Quilters can see both political
and religious beliefs being questioned during the abortion scene. There was little hope of any
form of birth control and often women had more than ten children 'within a relatively short time
period. This difficult situation affected many aspects of their lives. Mabel Louise pleads with a
doctor for some help.
MABEL LOUISE. Dr Blake, please, this'll be number twelve for Caleb and
me, and I'm almost thirty-five years old. The last one laid me up for two solid
months after the birth. I'm scared of another one. Caleb needs me well and
strong. If I have to take to bed again after the birth ... or if I die ... I don't
know what'll happen to my family. Doctor, I'm asking for you help.
DR. BLAKE. Mabel Louise, believe me, ·1 sympathize with your situatio!}.
But if you're askin' me what I think you're askin', you know I can't. My oath
forbids taking a life.
MABEL LOUISE. I'm scared for my life and the lives of my children if you
don't help me. Pease, Doctor Blake, I'm begging ya now for relief. Please.
DR. BLAKE. Mabel Louise, I'm gonna forget we ever had this conversation
and I suggest you do the same. I'm sorry, but you're Nst going to have to live
with this. There's nothing I can do. (Newman 58) ·
Many of the dangerous situations that women were forced to endure coupled with a new
freedom gained in the West, caused powerful women's rights groups to be organized. The
women of the West fueled causes that directly related to how they lived. The western suffrage
movement began in Kansas . During 1867 two proposals were submitted to the voters for
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constitutional amendment; one to give ballot rights to blacks, and the other to offer full voting
privileges to women (Sprague 143). In 1869, the Wyoming Territory was t)le first government in
the world to grant women political equality (Reither 215). Western women gained independence

'

'

that was denied to their Eastern counterparts (199). Women raided saloons in the cause of
temperance and marched for political justice ( 196). Before 1900, four western
states-Wyoming, Coloradol Idaho and Utah-had given women the right to vote ( 199). The
suffragette, temperance, and political movements all found early success on the new frontier.
Quilters d9es not focus on the military as a political influence at th~s time, however, the
soldiers at Fort McPherson are mentioned as advertising for wives. The single men in the forts
wanted wives, which brought more women west. The army does not play into the stories within
this musical but there were army bases, which helped to stabilize small communities.
'

.

puring Westward Expansion, women were forced out of the parlor and onto the prairie.
Although they still ,dealt with stereotypes. and oppression, women became more politically
independent and began to fight for their freedom.
Social Environment
The social environment is the mores and social institutions under which the
characters live. These as facts are extremely important because they may be
manifested through their restrictions on the outwar_d behavioral patterns on the
characters; consequently, they may set up basic conflicts in the action of the play.
(Hodge 19)
Previous to the expansion of the West, women's society was largely confined to the
sitting room. The new demands on settlers in the West forced groups to help each other.
Quilters explores the traditions of these new societies and women's roles within them.
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Women's roles changed within all classes and races. The Westward Expansion included

a variety of different cultures. Black fa~ilies who were formerly slaves went west looking for
freedom. In the 1860's, the editor of the St. Paul newspaper, The Pioneer wrote, "It seems as if
the Scandinavian Kingdoms were being e.mptied into this state" (Hom 195). He continues to
state that there were so many German immigrants living in Kansas and Nebraska that one tribe of
Kansas Indians spoke German rather than English.
Although many people were moving west, individual families lived far apart. One of the
prevalent themes in Quilters is the lack of society. Settlers and specifically women were left
alone for days and weeks. A rancher's wife described her life as "lonely in the extreme" (Reiter
40). Anothe; wife of a sheep rancher in Woody Isla~d, Montana kept a daily jou~al that
illustrates her depression and isolation.
Cold windy day 24 below zero. Fed the sheep. yery lonesome. [... ] Fed the
sheep and then took them out on the hills .. ·. This is a long lonely winter. [... ]
'

Oh I feel so lonely, so sad and discontented. The same old routine over again.
Running after sheep again all day. This hardly seems like living. (Luclietti 29)
This woman's only cheerful entry describes an evening when she was able to dine in town with
friends. This was a rarity because town was forty miles away.
Homesteaders lived miles apart. "As far as the eye could see there was nothing,
emptiness, it was so lonely. How could a human endure? Way far off, I thought I could ll1:ake
out some smoke. 'People!' I thought" (Newman 12). Settlers lived a solitary existence.
Women's traditional roles as homemaker were upheld a~ this time. Men might be away
for days hunting or trading goods in town. Women were left to manage the farm: They had to

,,
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cope with many situations without help, including having a baby. One c~aracter, Harriet talks
about preparing herself for childbirth and hoping that her husband will return to help.
Little Robert gave me quite a scare being born. Andrew was gone loggin' and it
was a howlin' norther outside. I broke water and was having too much pain.

,

Feelin' that baby with my
hands I know for certain it was gonna breach. I put the
'
,.

kids to bed to keep w~rm, and told the older ones to keep the fire goin' no matter
what. We got a little room tacked onto the back and I got in there under my quilts

•
and Lordy did I pray for Andrew to come back. He came blowin' in that night.
Said he just had a feel in'. I was nev,er so glad to see anyone. (Newman 57)
Without the protection of their husbands or neighbors, women w~re also afraid of Indian
attacks (Hom 34). The following is a description of the extent to which some Texas women
went to defend themselves:
Careful women so situated usually slept in dark-colored gowns, and never retired
without making provisions for escape should danger threaten, by having a loose
puncheon or board in the floor, leaving space sufficient for a person to pass
through and lie or crawl under the house until the danger had passed, or favorable
opportunity offered for seeking shelter in a thicket or tall prairie grass ... Many
are the instances recorded where the lives.of th~ family were saved by their
exercise. (Sprague 108)
Another fear that grew with loneliness was that of bad ~eather. One Dakota woman
recalled, "The mercury goes into the ball at forty below and it is now out of sight and Katie is
thawing the frost from the front wii:idows with a warm flat iron so as to let in the light" (Hom

37).
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Women often used quilting as an emotional outlet for their anxiety. "It is almost as if the

quilt, with its order and precision, was an expression of defiance against the turmoil and
confusion its maker faced on a daily basis" (Yabsley 22). They might use the meditative practice
of piecing small bits of fabric together to withstand a howling dust storm outside of their dugout
as in "Butterfly" or to recover from the shock of the death of a loved one. Cassie describes the
healing effect of quilting after her husband was killed laying railroad track,
I guess it musta been my momma came in and set a piecin' bag in front of me,
(... ] one morning, my hands reached out( ... ] they grabbed the top piece and
sewed it to the next piece and next[ . . .] Four months later I had a whole quilt and
the baby was born; and my eyes came clear again. (Newman 68)
Women who quilted might have felt a satisfaction that under exhaustive circumstances,
they were creating a work of beauty that would outlive them. A pJoneer woman's work is
described as:
An intimate, eloquent, testimony to her existence.· [.. .] The myriad ways those

.

'

scraps could be combined to form marvelous designs and color ~ombinations ·
endeared the quilt to her beauty-starved senses, and she welcomed the chanc~ to
express herself through virtually the only creative m.edium available to her,
needlework. (Yabsley 7)
Quilts identified the woman that made them. It was work that women could be proud of.
One amazing story describes two orphaned children and the qu1lt their mother had sewn. A
farmer and his family took them in but no one seemed to know anything about them. The
children cried constantly and were afraid of adults, ~specially men. A neighbor, Felix stopped by
the farm and thought there was a physical resemblance to his wife's family . He returned with his
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wife, Margaret who asked to see the children's belongings. She recognized the quilts that
contained scraps of her sister Mary's dresses, bonnets, and aprons. They took their niece and

•
nephew home and later the children vyent to live with their grandparents. They had been
identified through their mother's quilts..(Yabsley 25) .
The job of quilting a quilt goes much faster with many people helping. Once the fabric
for the quilt top has been sewn together or pieced, the top layer is fastened to the batting and
bottom layer of the quilt. This is quilting. Most likely, quilting socials began as a group of
family members. As the population i~creased and land became more settled, neighbors were
invited. to the quilting sessions. Families came from miles away to attend these social gatherings.
Pioneers might be absent from their farm for up to three days. The first and third days were
spent traveling to and from the gathering (Robinson). These quilting parties are often referred to
as "bees." Yabsley describes the importance of the quilting bee.
In th_e spirit of mutual support, women would come from miles around to meet at
the home of on·e who had quilt tops ready to be 'quilted out.' (According to Texas
legend, if an umparried girl completed a patchwork quilt by herself, she would
never marry.) The day would be spent sewing and talking over the quilting
frames. Men joined the party in the evening for a meal and dancing or singing .

.

Business transactions were discussed, and marriageable young people got an
opportunity to look one another over. ( 13) ,
Quilting bees were not just for women. Thanks to a gentleman's incredible description of
a quilting bee during 1840 in the San Jacinto Bay area, the reader is able to .imagine the
exuberance of the social gathering:
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Not very long after my return from the Sea, there was an entertainment at
neighbor Brinsons-an old fashioried country quilting. : . The quilt was stretched
in the primitive way, that is between 4 slats and drawn out to the full size of the
quilt-and the 4 comers each suspended by a rope to the ceiling-in the best
room. Now all the ladies are expected to come early as the Quilt has to be
finished before the real fun begins. The Quilters soon take their places-and the
· work begins on all sides. The gents on the ground are expected to roll up the
sides as fast as needed, to pass the thread and scissors-and with anecdotes and
small talk to entertain the workers. In the meantime things are getting hot in the
Kitchen, the Biggest Turkey on the place is basting his back before a huge log
fire ... The busy hostess flits in and out, now with a word to the needlers and a
look of gratified pleasure and pride, and then back to the regime in which alJ
hearts are centered. At last the wonderful quilt is finished-the frames are
removed, the Table spread, the Company all in, and joy unconfined rules the
· hour-but the 3d act is yet in store for us. The shades of night have settled upon
the scene, ere the fragments of the feast are all cleared away-but the sound of the
violin expedites further preparations-and now change your partners and 'we'll
all dance a reel' ... At last the morning dawned, the fiddler fled, and after coffee
and cake all round, with reluctant parting, the company scatter, and this one event,.
'

.

like all earthly things passed into oblivion. (Yabsley 14)
It is likely that most quilting bees were a simpler form of the preceding description. Sarah
reflects how a quilting bee was "the signal for good times and laughin"' (Newman 44). The
quilting bee was a welcome relief from the pioneer homesteader's lonely isolation. One woman

'
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described he~ quilts as the groundwork for e~ch project. Quilts helped her to sink "her roots
deeper into the earth. [... ] Then the community came next. Roots reaching out from one-ranch
to the next, from one house to the next·... a whole network, a grid of support" (Cooper 25). The

•

.

.

quilting be~ affirmed the worth of women's work and established a cooperative spirit and social
base for the frontier society.
As pioneers moved west, many of the traditions of their ,society traveled with them. Girls
were expected to. marry with a hope chest filled with a ''baker's dozen", of quilts (Newman 52).
As depicted
in the final scene of Act 1, at the age of twenty-one or when a boy was apprenticed
'
'

into a field, he was given a Freedom Quilt to celebrate his independence (Houck 77). The
following motto might be embroidered on it.

If you are not handsome at 20 ·
Not strong at 30
Not rich at 40
Not wise at 50

...

You never will be. (Newman 49)
When possible, the frontier community members supported each other. Church groups·
and neighbors would help farmers who were in trouble due to a disaster. Quilts were often given
as a comfort. The cast repeats the mantra at several times during the show, "These quilts are
from the ladies of The First Baptist Church" (Newman 70).
Although there is evidence that the traditional roles of women were promoted during
'
Westward Expansion,
survival demanded that women be able to work outside of the expectations

of eastern society. Women were adventurous, stubborn, unsentimental, genero~s, resourceful,
and most of all tough mind~d (Reiter 120). In Atchison, Kansas, Nannie Alderson reported,

J
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"What impressed me most( ... ] was the fact that a girl could work in an office or a store, yet that
.

'

wouldn't keep her from being invited to the nicest homes or marrying one of the nicest boys.
This freedom to work seemed to me a wonderful thing" (130). Women were able to explore
untraditional roles. Children played outdoors and young girls dreamed of becoming doctors. A
young rebel, Annie declares:
My ambition is to become a doctor like my father. [. .. ] My greatest
accomplishment was when I was ten years old and ·was successful in chopping off
a chicken's head[ ... ] My mother tries to make me do quilts all the time, but I
.

.

don't want nothing to do with it. I told-her, 'Never in
my life will
.
. I stick. my·
fingers 'til they bleed.' Very defin.itely. (Newman 25)
The relationship between women and mert changed during this time. To survive, women
and men were forced to depend upon each other equally. Together, they both worked the land
and built their homes. Gladys describes her relationship with her husband as more than a
marriage but a partnership (Newman 76) .
.For pioneers, society was a tight knit but sparsely situated group of neighbors. The
individual might struggle with loneliness and their environment, but their community was there
to support their fight.
Religious Environment
"The religious environment consists of formal and informal psychological controls"
(Hodge 19).
The religious environment of Quilters is linked to all of the other given circumstances in
the play. Formally and informally, the characters in Quilters live with Christianity daily.
Formally, they bless newborn children in the name of God, attend baptisms, and distribute quilts
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to the needy. Informally, they quote the bible, believe they are headed to Canaan's land, and
reference religious scenes in casual conversation as shown by Miss Jessie's directions, "into the
ark, two by two" (Newman 41).
The characters relate religion to their surroundings. Wagon trains ride toward
Canaan's Land. The soil is blessed when crops are good. When disaster strikes such as-a fire or
flood they tum to their faith for direction and comfort.
During the establishment of the early west, different Christian sects often worshipped
together. Sprague writes that there was a "gratifying lack of animosity between the·different
faiths on the frontier and in the newer states" (59). A young settler, Howard Ruede wrote home
to his.mother that the "Roman Catholics and 'hard shell Baptists' worshiped together" (Hom
209). Settlers didn't have the energy, time, or the population to separate into different religions

.

to worship .
Religion also satisfied a need for social gatherings. Camp meetings and revivals were
major social events on the new frontier (Yabsley 27). "A pioneer family might hike miles
through the woods on a Sunday to attend church at one of the missions-an occasion that
combined piety with a chance to talk crops and exchange gossip with other pioneers" (Hom
129).
Churches soon became prominent in the workings of many communities. Nannie Blain
shut down every business in the rowdy 1880' s town of Grand Junction, Colorado with her
Sunday bible discussions (Reiter 89). Women arriving in the West brought Christianity with
them. Religion becam~ a significant part of a pioneer family's existence.
Churches were heavily involved with the economics of the community. Church

.

sponsored quilting bees were organized to make ·quilts to give to the needy in foreign missions or

.
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within the community. During the"Crosses and Losses;' scene in Quilters, many different types
of churches are seen volunteering quilts and services. Churches seemed to work together in
society.
The preacher was the moral leader in small communities. Families followed the code of
the bible and consulted preachers during moral dilemmas. Abortion disobeyed the
"'
co1:1mandment, "Thou Shall Not'Kill" and therefore happened in secrecy and seclusiort.
Religion also provided encouragement to depressed and beaten landowners. Farming the
land was an arduous job. People worked hard and clung to the hope that they eventually would
be rewarded in the afterlife for their labor. The song, "Never Grow Old" depicts the strong faith
in religion that the s~ttlers used to survive the tough times.
EMILY:

I have heard of a land

On a faraway strand
It's a beautiful home of the soul
Built by Jesus on high
Where we never will die
Ifs a land where we'll never grow old.

•

Settlers depended on the hope that religion provided. Churches offered an opportunity to
assemble and were a support within the community (Yabsley 28). Religion was a significant part
of the settler's daily life.

,
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Previous Action
Quilters is created as a group of memories; therefore most of the play is written in past
tense. Some memories are performed onstage in the moment. While other stories are treated as
past events that influenced the charac.ters before the play. The previous actions listed below are
those facts not shown to the audience. Each phrase is listed with the page number in ,
parentheses.

'
Jenny was poor when she first lived in the country. (7)
.
.
.
Jenny pieced two quilts for someone else and keep one for payment. (7)
Jenny's mother visited. (7)

'

Jenny's mother sent fabric. (7)
>

Jenny owned a wedding dress. (7)
Jenny bore a son, John. (7)
Jenn)'. visited her Mother. (7)
Sara~ has made many quilts. (7)

.

Sarah's Father said, "Its- not the end of the worl~ but you can see it from here." (7)
Sarah has been a hard worker. (9)
As a child, Sarah lived in a dugout. (12)

"

Sarah's mothe.r said that she felt "closed in" in the dugout. Sarah did not. (12)
Katie's mother died before they traveled West. (12)
Katie's sister has been sick .. (12)
Sarah kept the needles threaded for her mother and sisters. (11)
Quilts were taken from church groups to people in need. (17)
Fires and tomados destroyed houses. (17)

'
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Sarah's mother had a quilt frame that pulled down over the bed and she quilted for the public to
'
earn money. (17)
Sarah's mother was a good quilter. It was rumored that she had the smallest stitches and feet in
the county. ( I 7)
Sarah's mother was protective with her quilts. (17)
Sarah's mother taugh~ her how to quilt when she was quite young. (17)
Sarah's mother kept Sarah's large stitches in the quilts. ( 17),
Women came to help when a baby died. Peop\e cooked, made the casket, and made a quilt to
cover the baby. (I 8)
Sarah has been saving scraps and sorting them into bags. ( 18)

.

Sarah's Aunt Mildred \Vent to church in a special dress. She sang in the choir. (19)
Sarah and her mother never threw away anything. ( 19)
Not all children quilted. Some played outside instead. (21)
Children made toys with what they found on tlte prairie. For example, corncob dolls were made

.

with husks, chicken feathers, sunflowers, and fabric scraps. (21)
Annie cut off a chicken's head at the age often. (25)
Annie's sister gave a·quilt to their teacher. (25)
Children were promoted in school in the Spring. (25)
Windmills were used for water. (26)
Sarah made a Dresden Plate quilt that was imperfect. (26)
Sarah's father built a windmill. (26)
Windmills were dug next to sand. (26)
Settlers experienced quicksand when digging a well. (26)
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Frankie carried water from the well and spun the windmill when there was no wind. (26)
June and Frankie slept in the attic. (27)
People were hurt while spinning the windmill when there was no wind. (30)
Windmills broke. (31)
Settlers borrowed water from their neighbors. (31)

.

Girls made quilts for their hope chests. (31)
People we1:t to town on Saturday. (31)
The mo~es of transportation for settlers were wagons or walking. (32)
Joy was baptized in a river. (33)
Her mother who was suffering from trauma, left Lizzie an orphan. (35)
Ladies called Prairie Nigptingales helped Lizzie's mother because of the lack of doctors. (35)
Lizzie stayed in a, hospital and county orphanages. (35)
The Nurse came west with her firstborn. She was left alone in a dust storm and quilted to endure
the storm. (36)
Lizzie's mother wanted to leave something for Lizzie. (37)
Lizzie's mother died in the hospital called Chippewa State Asylum. (37)
A settler family adopted Lizzie when she was·one year old. (38)
Lily was taught geography and needlework at her school. (39)
Cyrus was almost sent home from school. (40)
Lily was born ten miles north of town in a halCdugout. (41)
Lily stayed home when her husband took a trip to Europe. (43)
Sarah's mother pieced the "Doves in a Window" quilt and Sarah quilted it. (43)
In the Summer, Sarah's mother would quilt outside on the screen porch. (44)
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Sarah and her family would remove bad quilting. (44)
Nan's mother called starting her period, "the curse." (44)
Becky's mother cotnfmted her. (45)
Mrs. Prentiss has used the traditional colors of red, white, and blue i~ her Freedom quilts. (45)
James has told Pru secrets. (46)
James has told Lavinia not to spe~k to her father about their unofficial engagement. (47)
James teased his sister, Molly about her freckles and stringy hair. They wrestled and were
piinished. (48)
James told Molly she looked pretty. (48) .
James promised Elly that they would marry. They sealed the promise. (49)
Sarah thought of marriage and pieced quilts when she was a girl. ( 52)
Sarah started quilting for her hope chest when s}:le was eleven. (52)
Sarah heard, "A maid who is guiltless at twenty-one, never shall greet her bridal sun." (52)
Lou Ann's father built an arbor at her home. (52)
Cowboy John has passed Lou Ann for weeks and has noticed her. (55)
Sarah made a double wedding ring quilt. (55)
TJiere were soldiers who advertised for wives by posting signs. (55)
Cora was shipped to Fort McPherson· where she married quickly. (56)
Clara was born on a mountain. (56)
Clara married young and had many children. (56)
Women had many children and many children died. (56)
Harriet has given birth to many children. (57)
Harriet's sister, Mabel Louise has given birth to many children. (58)
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Mabel Louise was denied help from the doctor. (58)
Giving birth has forced Mabel Louise to stay in bed for an extended period of time. (59)
Doctor Blake has taken an oath not to take a life. (59)
Harriet sent the abortion recipe to Mabel Louise. (60)
Sarah has quilted with her family pictures in front of her. (60)
Sarah's. children used to crawl around under her feet. (60)
Sarah has struggled with arthritis. It has kept her from quilting. (60)
People have complimented Sarah on her energy. (60)
Sarah has u~ed fabric in her quilts given to her by other family members. (61)
Sarah and her mother never threw things away. (61)
Mother has built a log cabin. (61)
The Storyteller's father was a lumberman and whistled when he worked. (61)
The Storyteller'~ parents would whistle in harmony. (62)
The Sto~eller could choose where to work. (62)
The children had been living in a single room house before their family built the four-room
cabin. (63)
Sarah
has not been able to sleep. (65)
'
.
Sarah has had disturbing dreams. (65)
Sarah has had trouble recognizing her own stitch.es. ,(65)
Sarah has made about I 00 quilts in her lifetime. (65)
Sarah spent 25 years making one quilt. (65)

"

Sarah stayed up late quilting. (65)
The census taker came out to count Betty and her husband. (66)

52
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KaJherine almost married. (67)
Katherine went away tb teachers' college. (67)
Katherine taught in the same town for over 15 years. (67)
Cassie and her husband married in Virginia. (68)
Cassie quilted in secret as a surprise for her husband.
(68)
r
I

There had been no rain in the valley and a train spark started a devastating fire. (70)
Sarah survived a prairie fire. It passed by her soddy. She stayed in the soddy all niglit worrying
about her sons. (73)
Mrs. Seeley fought the fire with her husband. (73)
Lillian took all her children out to a field to survive the fire. (73)
Lillian and her husband worked for three years to build their house. (73)
Gladys and her husband built their house. (75)
Her husband taught Gladys about carpentry. (76)
Sarah•has tended her flowers and grapevines in the morning. (76)
Sarah has been hurrying to finish her Jast quilt. (77)

..
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Analysis of Dialogue
Hodge states that dialogue is:
The conversation between two of more characters in a play,[ ..

H]

it is an artificial,

,

highly economical, and symbolic intercommunication of actions between
characters in which each forces his wants and needs on the other. Dialogue
always exists in the present tense. (24)
Two issues surface when analyzing the dialogue in Quilters. First, most of the action of
the play happens within monologues. The characters speak to the audience to tell their stories.
Secondly, the characters relive events through storytelling, and therefore speak in past tense.
Quilters use of monologues and past events to portray action do not parallel Hodge's definition.
Although much of the action is written as a monologue, there is a second participant in
the scene, the audience. Sarah teaches her traditions to her daughters through stories. While
'

.

.

speaking directly to the audience, she describes the first time her mother allowed her to quilt.
"I was too'short to sit in a chair and reach the frame so I got my needle and thread and stood
beside her. I put tfiat needle through and pulled it back up again then down and my stitches was
about three inches long" (Newman 17).- When her daughters are not physically present, the
audience plays the role of the listener and the second character in the scene. Therefore,
monologues will be included in my analysis of dialogue.
Hodge also suggests that dialogue must exist in the present tense to portray action. As
the women in Quilters tell their stories, they relive past events as if these situations were
happening at that moment. This creates a stronger sense of action. Therefore, the following
analysis wi.ll include these scenes.

,,
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The structures of the lines and speeches in Quilters fall into several categories. One type
of scene occurs between t~o or more actors. These scenes often further the action of the show.
The scene between The Doctor and Mabel Louse is written· as a dialogue between two actors.
· The character, Lizzie runs to her mother to show her the quilt she has discovered. These scenes
are glimpses of past events.
There are also musical songs that act as a type of choral ode .. As a group of children, the
cast sings "Thread the Needle" to portray children's jobs to keep the quilting needles threaded.
for the older quilters. The musical scenes entertain the audience while representing the
universality of the pioneers' experience on the plains.
Monologues are also widely used in Quilters. Characters speak directly to the audience
as they.relive their memories. The monologues·are both reflective and didactic.
..

Quilters depicts women's lives on the prairie around 1875. Barbara Damashek and Molly

.

Newman's use of prose supports the tealistic
setting of the play. The authors' choice to use
.
words such as "folks, hisself, tyke, Mama, and Papa" c~eates a country style of language and
mirrors the language of many of the interviews the playwrights conducted as research. Phrases
such as, "plumb tickles me," and "It sure did get cold when the wind was up," can be found in
interviews of women who lived during the late nineteenth century (Cooper 39). Hodge describes
this word arrangement as "showing how people talk from their 'guts' and not from their minds"
(25). He continues to state that these peculiar language characteristics can be a direct reflection
of the characters' given circumstances.
Women were often illiterate during this time and spelling and correct grammar were not a
priority to settlers (Luchetti 26). The dialogue within Quilters such as "There are lots of full
•
scrap bags now and I keep 'em sorted out real neat" reflects this casual use of language
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(Newman 19). A woman named Keturah Penton Belknap wrote in her journal, "Those wer the
days that tried mens souls and bodys too, and womans constitutions they worked the mussle on
and it was their to stay" ( Luchetti 129). In journals of this time, incorrect spelling and grammar
is prevalent.
. ' Characters from Quilters often omit the last or first consonant or vowel sound of their
words'. This creates a rural soun.d and is supported with the playwrights' research.· In The
Quilters: Women and Domestic Art: An Oral History words are frequently shortened. "Cooking,
doing, and quilting" become "cookin', doin', and quiltin"' (Cooper 52). "Them" is shortened to
'"em" as seen in the phrase, "I patched 'em up some cotton sacks that wouldn't drag too heavy
on 'em when they was first startin"' (81). Barbara Damashek and Molly Newman followed this
phrase and word form closely with the language of Quilters.
The str:uctures ·of the language as well as the plots of the stories in Quilters are authentic
'

replicatioris of the interviews from the book;The Quilters: Women and Domestic Art: An Oral
History. The monologue from Ms. Cooper's book is pJayed onstage when the four year old
carries a blue satin quilt for a baby's funeral (Cooper 49). The phrases are directly related to that
time period and location and supp.art the characters and action of the play.
Ms. Newman and Ms. Damashek use authentic and rustic language coupled with
heightened quilting terminology to ground their characters in realism while maintaining the,
theatricality of assembling a quilt of stories. The playwrights include many references_ to
quilting within the dialogue. Sarah describes the stories that the audience will see using quilt
terms. She says, "We're gonna put this quilt together block by block. Each block is different,
each pattern has a thread of somebody's life runnin ' through it" (Newman 9). A dark and
difficult time is represented with a shadow bl-ock. Each new title ~fa quilt block describes
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..
scenes with similar stor~es. Throughout the nineteenth century and in the s~ript of Quilters,
quilts are described as a "compendium of family history, each person symboliz.ed by a bit of
textile" (Cooper 17).
Religious images are also prevalent in the language of this time. Church was one of the .
organizing structures on the prairie. Settlers depended on the weekly prayer meetings to provide
.
.
the strength to survive. Religion was a constant part of a pioneer woman's life and their
language reflects this. _Mary Richardson Walker wrote in her journal, ''.I feel depressed. My
children, especially Cyrus, is a heaviness to me ·particularly on the Sabbath day. It is as if he was
almost possessed with some demon, he is so noisy. I do not know what to teach him first about
his Maker" (Luchetti 72). References to The Bible are also seen in Quilters. Wagon trains are
"bound f~r Canaan's Land" (Newman 10). Children are baptized in rivers while the church choir
sings, "Are You Washed in the Blood of the Lamb" (34). Settlers' determination and strong
faith is revealed through the Christian hymn, "Never Grow Old" (66).
Some of the strongest images of Quilters are the scenes without dialogue. A childbirth
scene is set to music with minimal verbal interaction from the characters. The image of a
woman's silhouette giving birth alone in her prairie wagon is left in the minds of the audience.
While others circle her repeating names of theii: own children, the audience watches Mabel
Louise suffer through the painful process of abortion. The lack of formal dialogue increases the
uniqueness and intensity ~f these scenes. These shadowed events happened outside .o f general
society and were not spoken of in most proper social circles. There is no disc~ssion or dialogue
needed to emphasize the significance of women's isolation.
Quilters is filled with dark images of shadow blocks but also lighter melodies from
musical songs. Some of the charming qtialit-ies of Quilters are its musical interludes. From a
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character's perspective; the musical songs and dances act as heightened language. The emotion
that characters feel is shown through spok~n text. When the emotion intensifies the character is
forced to sing or dance to portray their heightened passion. For example, during the song,
"Cornelia Corn Cob Doll," the child is so excited to play outside she must sing about it. Next,
her exuberance intensifies to the point where she must use some of her energy to dance.
'

.

The music of Quilters is based in folk, blue grass, and religious themes. Hymns such as
"Land Where We'll Never Grow Old" are combined with traditional hoedowns al).d "lusty work
songs" such as '.'Dandelion" (Newman ?5). A fiddle, piano, and small set of percussion
instruments support this style. The spoken text parallels a folk sound with phrases such as,
"we're gonna bury you proper," (14) and "I wore it the time you called on me promisin' to marry,
and be true" (49). Text is written ~s "gonna" and "reckon." Sentences are not grammatically
correct but mirror a regional speech pattern. This sound s·upports the country setting without the
use of a specific dialect.
The language of Quilters represents characters with strong beliefs and a joy for life.
Text, music, and dance help to portray the folk style of the people who lived during this time in
this country.

.
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Analysis of Dramatic Action

•
The following glossary describes how the first act of Quilters ·has been scored. Unit beats will be
separated, numbered and given underlined titles with black ink. Action verbs are recorded to the
left of each line in blue ink. Mood metaphprs and adjectives are listed below the unit title in

.
green ink. Unit tempos are labeled and graphed in the top right hand corner of each page with
•
red ink.

•

•
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Character Analysis
Quilters is an ensemble piece in which seven women play a multitude of different

characters. These characters each have different backgrounds and ages. As defined by Hodge,
they have different desires, wills, moral stances, physical appearances, tempos, and character
mood intensities (58). The Central Washington University manual for the "Masters of Arts in
Theatre Production" also·includes "what is said about these characters by the other characters"
an~ "what the characters say about themselves" (Bellah 13). For the character analysis portion I
have selected one character to analyze for each of the six daughters. These characters were
selected for a variety of reasons. For example, the character might play a significant role. in the
tapestry of the production or represent the youth or elders of the period. A character analysis
will also be completed for the main character, Sarah.

Sarah wants to pass on the knowledge and traditions of her life to her daughters. She has
a strong desire to do this . To accomplish her objective, she shares the most personal, private, and

.

painful events of her life. Sarah values·family, tradition, independence, and laughter.
Sarah has lived a long life and is in her fifties when she writes her farewell letter to her
daughters (Newman 9). She has trouble with arthritis but still amazes people with her abundant
energy (60). She seems wholesome and well preserved. Her tempos change throughout the
sho~ depending on which part of her life she is reliving. She is like a fire on the hearth,
consistently burning with intermittent gusts of sparks when she gets "riled" up.
·sarah has a strong relationship with her mother. She remembers her mother's anxiety
about living in a dugout,'.' being closed in down there" (Newman 12). Sarah's family quilted
together and her mother quilted to earn extra money (17). One of Sarah's fondest memories is
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her first quilting lesson given by her mother. She recalls when quilting bees were for good times
and laughter. Neither Sarah nor her mother ever threw away anything (61). Throughout Sarah's
life her mother was very involved with her upbringing. When Sarah was older, her mother
.
.
helped her prepare for her adult life by beginning her hope chest of quilts. During adolescence,
her mother and Sarah quilted the pattern, "Doves in a Window" (43). Sarah's mother has .always
been influential in her life. Sarah wishes to pass on both her mother's and her own traditions to
her daughters.
During her first entrance Sarah is excited but poised. She is anxious about telling her life
story but looks forward to the memories and process~ She holds her tension in her arthritic
hands, and her breathing is deep. She has lived through 1!1-any difficult experiences and looks
forward to telling her tale.
Jenny/Cassie
Cassie married her husband in Virginia and then moved to the West. She cares for their
stock and children. Cassie would like to survive her husband's death and move forward with her
life. She could have been one of the sad demographics of the prairi~. She was·mentally
paralyzed when her husband died. She recalls that sh~ didn't cry or speak, but sat on the porch
in a little ball and started "rockin' and starin"' (Newman 68). She had no desire to heal. Her
mother provided her with.the strength to live by giving her fabric to sew together. She was able
to focus on the simple se'Ying task while she mentally recovered.
Cassie values love, marriage, and humor. She honors the love and married life that her
I

family _provides. She treasures moments with her husband. She also understands the importance
of humor. Even through her grief she is able to remember the fun and lightness when her
husban·d "sashayed" her around the room ·(Newman 68).

,
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She works with ·her hands to survive and has suffered loss, therefore, there is a somewhat
"used" quality about her. She wears boots and a calico dress but her hands are calloused and her
sunburned face has the feel of soft leather.
Cassi~' s tempo is that of a swing. She has swells of energy when she is excited' and the
swing ascends to a tall aeight. She also has moments of stillness as if there is something external
that holds her u~ becau~e she is not aware of her surroundings.
Cassie's arms are flexed where she holds her tension. She must consciously control her
breathing to slow it down because she is telling a significant and important story.
Margaret/Gladys
Gladys describes herself as a hard worker. She and her husband have been b1;1ilding their
house their entire life together. She is a good builder and carpenter and considers her
relationship with her husband a partnership. Gladys is determined to finish her house. This is
extremely important to her: She works on the day of her husband's funeral to accomplish her
' '

goal. She believes in thinking ahead of time and making careful plans. She honors her husband
by completing their project. Her morality includes honoring .marriage, industry, and hard work
(Newman 76).
Gladys is one of the eldest characters in the play. She has a small wiry frame that is bent
with age. She shuffles when she walks and takes small steps but always gets to where she wants
to go. She is well dressed but riot rich. Her rhythm is similar to a gentle clock ticking in a quiet
room, faint and consistent.
I

•

She carries her tension in her lower back and joints. Her breathing is shallow. She has a
soft but firm presence.
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Lisa/Joy
Joy describes herself as "ornery" (Newman 32). Joy's objective is to find fabric to make
her hope chest of quilts. She will not break the socia~ morays of her community but she will
stretch the boundaries of these rules with her enthusiasm. "Fingering" red calico might mean
unrolling the entire bolt in the shop. She follows the ethics of religion since her father is a
Baptist preacher and she ~as a strong and generous family. Her father encourages Joy and refers
to the women of his household as virtuous. He compliments them by q.uoting the bible.
Oh who can find a virtuous woman? For her price is far above rubies. She
· seeketh wool and flax and worketh willingly with her hands. [... ] She is not
afraid _o ( the snow for her household for all her household are clothed with scarlet.
[: .. ] Give her the fruit of her hands and let her own works praise her in the gates.
(Newman 32)
Joy is well groomed and well fed although her bonnet easily falls off her head and the
apron bow at her waist is usually undone. Her exuberance usually overrides fashion. She holds
her tension in her toes always looking for the next opportunity for adventure and her breathing is
deep because she has a great deal to say.
Jody/Katherine ·
Katherine's desire is to find happiness and lead an honorable life. She sacrifices her own
desires to accomplish this. She forgives the love of her life and generously teaches his children.
Katherine values honesty and independence. She is a teacher ari'd therefore dresses respectfully
in dark colors. She does not spend money on clothes but has the appearance of tidiness.
Katherine never marries but considers herself a "go-getter" and "very headstrong"
(New~an 67). She is educated and focused on her career as a teacher. She is not able 'to have
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children of her own and defends her choice to live alone. She says, "Living alone always suited
me fine" (67).
Her.heart beats quickly because she is a very private person who does not usually show
emotion. She has excellent posture and carries her tension in her shoulders. Her breathing is
normal; she speaks in front of people regularly.
Jane/Annie
Annie thinks of herself as her father's girl. She considers ber greatest accomplishment to
be "chopping off a chicken's head and then dressing it for a chicken dinner" (Newman 25).
Annie would love to trick her sister. She has a strong will. It took all of her will, patience, and
determination to finish an entire quilt. She understands the codes of her society and sees her
sister working within· them by offering gifts to their teacher. Annie values her independence.
Her attire reflects her rebellious nature. She might wear~ simple skirt with the sleeves of her
blouse rolled up and top button undone. She insists on being comfortable.
Her tempo is·similar to that of a simmering pot. Her heart beats quickly as she waits for
her sister to discover her quilt. She holds her tension in her hips and takes deep full breathes.
Dana/Lizzie
Lizzie wants to know who her genetic mother is. She will gc:i to great lengths to search
for this information. Lizzie was baptized ·"Elizabeth Mary" but her·friends and family call her
"Lizzie." Her adopted mother, Rose recalls her first impression ofLizzie as "an untidy little
bundle, big blue eyes starin' right up at us" (Newman 37). · Rose wants Lizzie to-,understand that
she is "No different to us than our own flesh and blood" (38).
Lizzie will go to .great lengths to find her true identity. Through her frustration, she will
tum her back on the mother that raised her, and destroy the fabric that is her. one connection to
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her past. Her value system has been shaken becaus~ she is not sure who she is anymore.
However, she maintains the values of her family. She will not consciously hurt her adopted
mother and repairs what has been tom. She hides the truth that she ripped the bed sheet but only
because she is embarrassed and wants to correct her mistakes. She honors her past by repairing
the sheet.
Lizzie is a young girl who often plays outdoors. She has talent for large motor skills such

'

.

as running and jumping but sewing is a challenge for her. Her hands do not sew as adeptly as
her mother's. She is healthy and well groomed but always manages to have hairs out of place
from running in the wind. She often runs barefoot.
Lizzie is a thinker. Her tempo is similar to molasses being poured from a bottle. The
thick syrup pours methodically and then a surprise lump of sugar surfaces. Lizzie, usually
analyzes and thinks through a problem, however, under stressful conditions she may act
· passionately with abandop.
At the beginning of the scene Lizzie is excited over finding an unknown treasure in the
barn. Her heart rate is quick with anticipation. She holds her tension in her hands, which often
seem heavy and cumbersome, especially when she is doing needlework. She is just catching her
breath after running from the barn.

I
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Polar Attitudes

Sarah's character works throughout the play to pass on her traditions to her daughters. Once she
feels that she has accomplished her goal, her attitudes change. Her assumptions at the beginning

'
of Quilters are listed
below.
I) I'm going to die soon and must pass on the traditions to my daughters.
2) The significance of my life resides in my last quilt. Each piece of fabric
represents an unknown part of my life .

.

Near the end of the play Sarah demands that she not be buried in her best quilt and exits.
She has found peace because she has been able to tell her life story and pass on her knowledge.
Her satisfaction is relevant in how her attitudes have changed.
1) My daughters have the knowledge and will continue to pass on my family's
traditions; I may die in peace.
~

2) My daughters recognize the significance of each piece of fabric ~nd honor my
life.

.

.

"
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Ideas of the Play

·

Quilters is a play about the strength and endurance of the human spirit. The women of
the nineteenth century overcame amazing trials to live on the great prairie. Using the device of
story telling, the characters in Quilters relive many of the events from this era. They each piece
together stories of faith, courage, tragedy, humor, and hope to create a multifaceted quilt that
represents the experiences of pioneer women.
Hodge describes the idea of a play as a "result of characters acting out the incidents in the
action" (44). He continues to suggest that philosophical statements can be useful guides in
determining the idea of a play.' Overcoming adversity with faith and hard work is a prevalent
theme in many of the play's philosophical statements. A sparse and unforgiving land is
described. Settlers rely on their faith and fami!y traditions to battle harsh conditions under
extreme circumstances. Their steadfast courage allows them to hope for a better future.
For the following sentences, page numbers are listed after each philosophical statement in
parentheses.
Philosophical Statements
· SARAH. It's not the end of the world, but you can see it from here. (7)
..

JODY. A woman's work is the kind that 'perishes with.the usin'. (9)
PAP A. Give her the fruit of her hands and let her own works praise her in the

.

gates. (32)
MISS JESSE. Would you leave that shoddy work there to be shaming you for the
rest of your days? (40)

"'

COUSIN FELICITY. If you're not handsome at 20, not strong at 30, not rich at
40, not wise at 50, you never will be. (49)
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SARAH. A maid who is guiltless at 21, never shall greet her bridal sun. (52)
MABEL LOUISE. I wouldn't take a million dollars for any of my kids, but I
wouldn't give a nickel for another one. (58)
DR. BLAKE. You're just going to have to live with this. (59)
SARAH'S MOTHER. The apple never falls far from the tree. (61)
COMPANY. Every log in my house, straight as a pine can grow. (61)
JAMIE. The pictures change~ but the feelings, that's Sarah through and
through. (65)
COMPANY. Lord don't rain down manna, praise God from whom all blessings
flow. (69)
SARAH. One woe is past and behold there come two more woes here after. (72)
LILLIAN. We couldn't do any better than to roll up and sleep right there on the
ground till we could take in the damage and start rebuilding. (73)
COMPANY. And on either side of the river was there the Tree of Life ... and
the leaves of the tree were for the healing of the nations. (73).
SARAH.' You can't always change things. Sometimes you don't have no
'

control over the way things go. Hail ruins the crop or the fire bums you out.
And then you 're just given so much to work with in a life, and you have to do
)

the best you can with what you got. The materials is passed on to you or is all
you can afford to buy ... that's just wha~'s given to you. Your fate. But the
way you put them together is your business. You can put them in any order you
like. Piecing is orderly. (74)
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•
SARAH. Know ye that there hath no trouble taken you but is common io all
. · men. (74)
GLADYS. If you make careful plans, it will come out right. (76)
COMPANY .. With no cross there is no crown. (J8)
COMPANY. Blest be the tie that binds. Let aH the .hope in your working hands
bring you sisters[ ... ] peace of mind. (78)

.

COMPANY. At evening ti~e there &hall be light. (79)

•
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How Action Leads to Idea
The women in Quilters struggle against their environment, their community, and their
own fears to survive. Because of their battles with all of these elements, the settlers learn to
value.faith and industry. These two character traits are necessary to survive life on the plains in
the l 800's.
Natural Disa~ters fill the stage during the production of Quilters. Tornados, floods, and
fires determine the prosperity of the settlers depicted in the show. Pioneers endure a prairie fire
burning their land, a surprise flood ruining their crops, tornados, and a harsh climate. They trust
that beyond the trouble of this world lies the reward of happiness and peace. This idea is stated
in the last line of the script. "At evening time there shall be light" (Newman 79).
Women settlers were also forced to overcome political and religious issues that put them
'

in direct conflict with other people. A pregnant woman might already have too many children
and still receive scorn from a' doctor when she asks for help. Yet when women tried to practice
natural birth control with abstinence, thei,r husbands often reacted negatively. The charact_e r
Harriet tries to avoid pregnancy, which creates tension between her and her husba~d. She speaks
of the "strain between her and Andrew" (Newman 58).
Lastly, women had to have a great strength of mind to survive the harsh life of the prairie.
They fight their own fear and hopelessness. Often social events like quilting bees helped people
share their stories of strife and joy. Community members supported each other. As described in
the song, "The Butterfly,''. women used the meditative quality of quilting to calmly forbear du~t
and wind storms when they were alone (37).
Quilters is a play about women's ability to battle, win, lose, and endure against all of the
elements of prairie life. The action portrays women who struggle against the environment of the
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land, oppressive ideas of the society, and loneliness of the soul. Quilters is a story about
hardship, hope, and survival.
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Production Reviews
Molly Newman auditioned for the Denver Center Theatre Company in August of 1981
with the hope that her monologue would catch the company's attention. She had use<l a story
from a collection of interviews called, The Quilters: Women and Domestic Art: An Oral History
written by Patricia Cooper and Norma Bradley Allen. Not only was the theatre interested in her,
but they hired ~er to write a new work based on these stories. To finish working with the script,
they coupled Ms. Newman with a musical director and co-writer named Barbara Damashek.
Eight months later, in 1982 an initial versio·n of Quilters was produced at Denver
Center's new work festival called "The Lab." After much critical feedback and numerous
rewrites Ms. Newmari and Ms. Damashek attended the premier of Quilters at the Denver Theatre
Center in November. "It became the highest gr.9ssing play in the company's four seasons, taking
' in over $160,000 in its original 38-performance run" (Young 4). In May of 1983, Quilters toured
through Kansas, Nebraska, New Mexico, Utah, and Colorado. During August of the same year,
Quilters won the Edinburgh Fringe Festival's "Fringe First Award." The production continued'
its tour through the rest of Scotland and Ireland.
Meanwhile in the United States, Quilters was produced at the Kennedy Center and The
Mark Taper Forum, and opened at the Jack Lawrence Theatre in New York on September 25,
1984. Due to negative reviews the show closed after 5 previews and 24 performances.
Historically, Quilters has received positive reviews. It has found a niche with regional
theatres and university campuses. Reviewers consistently admire the visual effect of the quilt
that is raised during the closing moments of the show and enjoy the onstage folk band. Marilyn
Stasio from the New York Post wrote, "Even under Allen Lee Hughes' softly textured lighting,
the quilts have a stark, somber beauty, rarely broken by patches of joyful color" {16). Douglas
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Watt agreed, "I can assure you that when, at the finish when an enormous quilt is raised aloft
1

behind these women standing on a bare raked wooden stage, the effect is more joyous than the
first act 'finished painting' finale in 'Sunday in the Park with George"' (CS).
Reviewers also thought that the harmonies were effective. Ron Cohen of Women's Wear
Daily wrote, "Damashek's music invigorates an appropriate folk idiom with compelling
freshness, with' scoring that combines _harp, lute, guitars and strings" (20). The script is
refreshingly simple and the "new music, [... ] blends artfully and seamlessly in the fabric"
{McCulloh 1).
Reviews have mentioned the powerful shadow block playlets and humorous anecdotes,
specifically sunbonnet Sue, the schoolhouse, and the bushel basket monologue, Jules Novick of
The Village Voice thought the form of Quilters was smooth with one vignette flowing into
another. It had a strong flavor of "folksiness" similar to a Rodgers and Hammerstein musical.
Unfortunately, he also thought that the play lacked drive and forward motion ( 104). Arthur
Unger of the Christian Science Monitor wrote that Quilters:
Is about birthing and a~ing, sex and marriage, life and death. In its simple songs
and complex choreography,' it pieces and stitches a whole series of narrative quilt
blocks-and·sews them together in a grancl climax that gloriously celebrates the
joys and the sorrows of struggling for survival. ( 19)
Although Mr. Unger gave Quilters an ov~rall positive review, he questioned its survival agai.nst
urban tastes. Would Quilters have enough sophistication for a New.York audience?
Mr. Unger's concerns were not unfounded. New York reviewers thought the characters
were stereotypical and the story lacked depth.
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The infamous Frank Rich wrote:
Quilters is a static melange of skits, monologues and songs unified by a theme
rather than a sustained plot or characters .. The theme--the indominatability of
American women--is so superficially explored that it never amounts to more than
a tired slogan. [... ] Though the show contains a continuous flood of incidentsbirths, baptisms, adoptions, marriages, deaths, natural disasters--the figures
inhabitting these tableaux vivants are so bloodlessly sketched that we don't care
what's happening to whom. (Cl 7)
Other negative reviews followed. Writers such as Allan Wallach, Robert Feidberg, Sy
Syna, Lynn Voedisch, and Alvin Klein from such diverse newspapers as Long Island Newsday.
1

.

'

'

The Record, New York City Tribune, Chicago Sun Times. and the Connecticut Se.ction of The
New York Times respectively, all thought that the characters in Quilters were stereotypical and
generalized. The production was described as sentimental and .sugary.
The music was said to be cliche and not memorable. yictor Gluck from Backstage
described the music as "banal" and'Variety wrote that the songs "sound too alike and aren't
catchy" (20; Humm 116). In general the show was too homespun for urban perspectives.
Bill Alpert described Quilters' New York production history.

It enjoyed a successful run at a number ofregional theaters before encountering
Frank Rich of The New York Times last fall. Rich's pan[ ... ] closed the show
after three weeks, but since then, it's been happily touring the provinces,
including such rural venl!eS as Albuquerque, Salt Lake City and, most recently,
Tacoma and Yakima. (I)

•
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After Quilters' New York run, the show was produced at primarily regional'and
educational theatres. Once again, reviewers liked the simplicity of the script. In 1985 Quilters
was reviewed in The Chicago Sun Times for a second time. Glenna Syse wrote, "Here's a show
that has an innocent dignity about it, a refreshing simplicity that you rarely find on the stage
today.[ ... ] I liked its plain pride, its clean lines and its uncompromising theme" (1).
Reviewers often mention the energy of the show. Lquise Sweeney described this energy
as a "radiant unity of their ensemble" (29). Robert Feidberg wrote, "A viewer is often caught up
by the enthusiasm of the show's seven actresses, who relate, with love and passion, brief
vignettes from the lives of American pioneer women" (24b ).
Not surprisingly, the quilts are still a focus of enthusiasm. · The following review seems
to erjoy the quilts out in the lobby more than the production inside the theatre.
The best.performance of all comes from the Quilters Plus Guild, a Park Forestbased group of stitchers who created the fascinating needlework for the show. [..
.] These artists were able to see the big picture that must erfterge from thousands
of well-placed pricks of the needle. (Voedisch 31)
Quilters did not last long on Broadway, however it was nominated for multiple Tony's
and a Helen Hayes Award. It was awarded the highest honor at the Edinburgh Fringe Festival
and in Canada. It is still produced across the country and intern~tionally to critical acclaim.
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The Playwrights
Barbara Damashek (Writer, Composer, Lyricist of Quilters)
Barbara Damash~k is a writer, director, musical director, composer, and 'lyricist. She

.,

began working in theatre later in life but has always been writing. Before creating Quilters, she
lived a relatively modest life on the East Coast. She grew up,in Brooklyn and Queen·s and went
to school in Manhattan (Herman 1) She earned a Master of Fine Arts Degree from Yale and has
taught at such schools as Carnegie-Mellon, Trinity Square Conservatory, and the National
Theatre Institute at the Eugene O'Neill Theater Center. Nationally and internationally, her
directing credits include The Denver Theatre Center, The Mark Taper Forum; Ashland
Shakespeare Festival, ~dinburgh Fringe Festival, Pittsburgh Public Theatre, and the Jack
Lawrence Theatre on Broadway. Ms. Damash.ek has written five plays and was the Artisti~

\.

Director for the Berkley Jewish Theatre from 1986-1988. She continued to use Berkley as a
home-base by living there through 1995 (B iography: Barbara Damashek).
After her experience with Quilters, Ms. Damashek has lead a fairly nomadic life. In 1993

•

Jean Schiffman interviewed Ms. Damashek and wrote:
.Until recently she hadn't stayed in one place long enough to be registered to vote.
In the first half of 1993 alone, she dashed from the Magic Theatre (where she
directed the premiere of Steve Friedman's Trouble) to other directing jobs at
Ashland 's Oregon Shakespeare Festival (The Baltimore Waltz) and Shakespeare
Santa Cruz (All's Well that Ends Well). (46)
Ms. Damashek describes theatre as a "biographical story. [... ] The need to experience
someone else's story to figure out your own
story" (Herman 1). Ms. Damashek has also said,
,
'
"I'm much more conscious now ;of experiencing life as a patchwork, fragmented thing, and that

•
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iryforms everything I do. [... ] I go not write the well made play" (Schiffman, 46). Schiffman
continues, "One of the paradoxes that has affected her work is the shifting balance between
masculine and fyminine sensibilities" (4 7).
Music is another influential element in all or her work that she writes and directs. When
Barbara Damashek first began creating theatre pieces, she focused on combining m\lsic with
mythology and fables, but now she's more interested in applying music to oral histories and
documentary material (Schiffman 46). She created musical and rhythmic settings for the play's
choral passages when she directed The Firebugs in Oregon's Shakespeare Festival. A group of
firemen pounded out the rhythms of tlieir text on steel gasoline drums. She also described her
work on Brian Friel's F aith Healer as "pushing the envelope" musically (Herman 3).
Damashek's colleague, Larry Eilenburg discussed her work and said, "There's a much
franker sense of darkness to. it. She's much more accepting of tragedy, although her ultimate
posture as an artist is affirmative (Schiffman-46)." Damashek explained .that "the basic attraction
to storytelling' is that it's an almost ritualistic event, a community need. That's one of the last
things theater still offers, and the media will never be able to compete with" (Herman 2).
'

Barbara Damashek was nominated for three Tony awards; Best Director, Best Book, and
Best Musical Score for her work on the production of Quilters. She continues to teach, direct,
and write at regional theatres and universities.

Molly Newman (Co-writer of Quilters)
Molly Newman was an actress and waitress when she auditioned for the Denver Theatre
Center in 1981 using an original monologue about a pioneer woman from the book The Quilters:
Women and the Domestic Art: An Oral History. Denver Theatre Center liked the monologue so

•
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much that they encouraged her to travel to the Midwest to conduct research and write the
musical, Quilters, based on the lives ofwomen settlers during the nineteenth century. Quilters

'

.

was Ms. Newman's first experience writing a play. She received a Tony nomination for Best
Book and a second nomination for a Helen Hayes award.
Ms. Newman continued to write a second play, Shooting Stars after completing her work
on Quilters. Both Quilters and Shooting Stars have been produced at The Mark Taper Forum,
Louisville Theatre, Houston Theatre, Kennedy Center, Denver Theatre Center, and the
Pittsburgh Public Theatre. Her education includes a major in acting from the University of
Southern Indiana. Molly Newman's writing credits also include the pl,ay, Yves and the
television shows, Frasier, and The Larry Sanders Show (Biography: Molly Newman).

Norma Bradley Allen (Co-author of The Quilters: Women and Domestic Art: An Oral History)
Ms. Allen is a native of the ~exas Panhandle and currently lives in Cedar Hills, Texas.
She-has studied drama and sociolo.g y at Southern Methodist University. Ms. Allen is a freelance
writer and has written for such publications as Reader' s Digest, Woman's Day, Better Homes &
Gardens, McCall's, Quilter's Newsletter, and The Dallas Times Herald. Her book, The Quilters:
Women and Domestic Art: An Oral History received the American Library Association's
Notable Books Award, the Merit Award frorn the League of Nations Books-Across the Sea, and
the Southern Folklore Cultural Center Award. The organization, Women in Communications
awarded her with their Matrix Award for Journalism.
One of her other di verse talents includes acting. She appeared in Horton Foote's film,
1918. Both Ms. Allen and Ms. Cooper were good friends and avid quilters when they discussed

the idea to compile the stories of other quilters into a book. (Cooper 155)
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Dr. Patricia Cooper (Co-author of The Quilters: Women and Domestic Art: An Oral History)
Dr. Cooper was born in Greenville, Texas. Her descendants include pioneers from Texas
and New Mexico. Her grandmother came to Texas 'in a covered wagon. Dr. Cooper received her
Ph.D. from the University of California and has taught cell biology and human developmental
anatomy at the University of California and the University of Oregon Medical School. She is
,

also the author of Women ' s Health and Medical Guide and'has written numerous articles
concerning quilting and women's health. Dr. Cooper and Ms. Allen traveled throughout Texas
and New Mexico studying and interviewing women for their book, The Quilters: Women and
Domestic Art. Dr. Cooper taught at the University of California at Berkeley until her death in
1987. (Cooper 157)
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Learning Goals

The following list is a, group of learning goals that I hope the students will achieve from
their work on the production, Quilters.

Students will design, produce, and perform a musical in an intimate space.
Students will learn and implement new acting techniques to work with. multiple characters.

'

'

'

. Students will experience their character's progressions of intensities in musical theatre; text,
music, movement.
.,

Students will experi~nce working within an ensemble piece.
Students will use Laban movement technique coupled with Stanislavski's acting method during
·rehearsals and performances of Quilters.
Students will conduct research in their preparation and rehearsal pr'?cess of Quilters.
Students-will portray honest characterizations with their acting and singing.
Students will demonstrate clarity of thought through language.
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Production Journal

This journal is categorized by date. Three-hour rehearsals began January 7, 2002
.however the cast met daily for 45 minutes during their 61h period. I could not be a part of the 6th
period time and therefore appointed a student director. ,
I used this journal to plan and reflect for each rehearsal. Therefore, I listed a plan for
each rehearsal in the first part of each entry followed by reflection in the latter paragraphs.
December 10, 2001

.

The cast will participate in a read thru. After this I will teach them how to quilt. I have
seen too many produc~ions of Quilters in which the cast mimes quilting poorly.
The read thru went well. It was wonderful' to hear the actors' voices speaking the lines.

It is still early for them; they seem a little unsure. They loved to learn how to quilt. I gave each
girl a small muslin quilt block. They wrote their name in pencil and quilted the block. Some
used colored thread and added flowers and other decorations. We sat in a circle and quilted
·while one person read a journal entry from some of my collected research. This seemed to be
fascinating for them: It also helped them to identify with the play's setting and their characters'
stories. These sessions spurred many questions regarding their own roles.
January 7, 2002
First, we will review. the rehearsal schedule payiHg attention to the week of finals and
Saturday rehearsals. It is very important that the cast and crew ful~y understand the schedule t<?
reduce problems later. We will also review the ground plan and collect rehearsal stools and a
chair. Then we will read from the introduction to "Rocky Road" and block it. We will practice
this and then possibly move on to "Dugout."
Whew! We finished blocking "Dugout" but it was tight. I will need to review it
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Tuesday. I am pushing the cast through blocking rehearsals so we can have more time for acting
rehearsals. One of the actresses was sick and there were some unavoidable conflicts such'as
college tours. The schedule will be very tight but the group is already bonding :¥ell. I can see
that I have a wider ability range than I originally planned for. Two of my actors will need help
with basic skills such as projection. We started a treat sign-up sheet to help us through the long
rehearsals.
January 8, 2002
. Sue, the musical director, will hold a music rehearsal focusing on "Pieces of Lives" and
then Suzie, the choreographer, will set the dance. I will then take over ahd run the whole first
part with the movement. One of my goals is to talk less and incorporate more participation from
the cast.
This was a frustrating rehearsal due to cast absences and having to divert my attention
from Quilters. I am organizing a state Thespian festival that is taking most of my time during the
day. The actors were unfocused in rehearsal. I hate getting upset with the cast. It seems
unproductive. I need to rememb~r that we are at the beginning of the rehearsal period. On a
brighter note, Sue and Suzie had very productive music and dance rehearsals. The set ~esigner
and technical director are already stressed about schedule. One challenge will be staying calm
during this process.
The actress playing Sarah came to me with a new work conflict. I asked her to
reschedule the conflict so she would not have to be removed from some of the numbers. We'll
see... The cast only had 40 minutes to work blocking.
January 9, 2002
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Sue will hold music rehearsal. At 2:45 we will run what we have blocked from memory
and then move on. l hope to block through "Robbing Peter to Pay Paul." After rehearsal, Tm
going to drive up to Alderwood to look for props. Michael's is having a sale on baskets.
'

We blocked through "Butterfly." The cast remembers their blocking well so I'm really
pushing to have the first act blocked by the end of the first week. We were still missing an
actress due to illness.
January 10, 2002
Sue will hold music rehearsal. At 2:45 we will block "Butterfly" through the end of Act

I. .We then need to spend some time cleaning and running the scenes for memory.
We finished blocking Act I. It is very rougli. We also gave the missing actress her
. blocking .
. January 11, 2002
Students will review.blocking with the actress who ha~ been ill. At 2:45 we will run Act
1 and then work individual parts. I would _like to focus on the wagon sequences. Hopefully by
the end of next week we will have more of the· stage in place. It is difficult to imagine levels.
I marked the levels with tape on the stage today. That helped a great deal. The actors
learned "Corn.elia." The staging might be too busy. I may need to take some choreography out.
, We then ran the first act for blocking. It was helpful to force myself to only take notes on
blocking. I didn't feel that I could start dealing with character choices before the students had
their lines memorized.
January 14, 2002
Students will review blocking with a focus on the travel pattern for "Four Doves." At
3:30 we will block "Lone-Star" through "Secret Drawer." Ifwe finish early, we can run it.
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I traveled to Portland to shop for fabric over the weekend. It was fun, but I am tired

today. I found some red· polyester and rough muslin. I have rearranged a .couple line timings in
"Secret Drawer." The character, Sarah now must speak over the children's names. This gives
,

the actress something to fight against. I like it.
January 15, 2002
I am holding a Thespian conference until 4:00.' Sue will lead an hour music rehearsal and
•

I

Suzie will lead a dance rehearsal. They will be working on Windmill.
I

I arrived to help with the dance at 4:30. I love it. It is tender and simple . . I asked Suzi,e
to atld a little more movement in the piece without having it tum into a production nui;nber. I
added some movement for Frankie and June that creates a very nice repeated pattern. The focus

.

splits a little between the singers and dancers but I am willing to sacrifice that for the beauty of
.

the movement.
January 16, 2002

,.
Sue will work music for 1 hour. I will work from 2:45-5:30. We will block "Log Cabin"
and "Country Crossroads." Then we will run what we have of Act 2. I'm anxious to start .
working on character but I think it will be more helpful later. I think I might us,e some Laban
movement as part of the warm-up.
We finished staging "Country Crossroads" and ran it for blocking. I gave the girls a
homework assignment to choose two characters and come up with a Laban analysis for them.
The Laban warm-up worked well and the actors like it
January 17, 2002
\Sue will work vocally with the girls the first ho.ur. At 2:45 we will finish blocking the
second act. After a ten-minute break, we'will warm-up with some Laban mov..ement and then run
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all of Act II. I need to remind the girls of line memorization and inform them that we will run
the entire show on Friday.
We finished blocking Act II arid ran it today. I have one girl who is sick and another at a
college tour for four days. I am still recovering from the flu so I ended rehearsal an hour early .
. Now I can drive to Edmonds and Costco to look for props and then return in time to watch the
Drama V production this evening. The drama parents have found many quilts and I bartered
with a local theatre for other props. In exchange for using a set of Quilters props, I will quilt
their "Tree of Life" quilt.
January 18, 2002
During sixth period the cast will bring in the rest of the props from my car and review all
blocking for the show. From 2:45-5:30 they will run the entire show. The treat time will be after

.

the end of Act II. Then we will work some characterizations and specific moments .
Actors could not clean back room because Drama V needs to use itynexpectedly.
Therefore, students ran blocking for Act I and. II during sixth p;riod~
We ran the whole shqw! The cast is doing a great job. We also started with a warm-up
based in "The Matrix" and Laban. This seemed to help energy levels. Now, we wi~l move on to
molding individual scenes. My Sarah is starting to give me an affected accent. I'm going to try,
to give her another note to wo.r k toward and see if this helps. Memorization, projection, and
confidence continue to be issues at rehearsal.
Jan 19, 2002
From 11 :00-1 :00 Students will run the show. We will have a warm-up focusing on
character. From 1: 15-4:00 the cast will learn "Children Come" and "Tree of Life."
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The cast did very w~ll. We are moving out of blocking into more acting work. They still

need to learn the "Tree of Life."
January 22, 2002
Cast will review music with Sue from 1:45-2:45 and then dance with Suzie until 5:30.
The extension of the set is in place and there are plans for building the cyclorama. I "Still
need to contact the midwife. I also sewed the piecing bags over the weekend and called local
theatres to borrow costumes. I applied for a grant in the school for $4,600.00 and was awarded

.

$1,200.00. I expected this. The production staff is having a little trouble with our actress
playing Sarah. She considers herself very talented and is now coming with conflicts on a regular
basis. The students received the rehearsal schedule two months before they auditioned and knew
the time commitment. Therefore, when she comes with a conflict, I take away small parts that
she has been assigned. This has stopped the conflicts. She is also pulling a power trip with my
choreographer who

~s not a teacher at the school.

I am questioning one of my casting choices. I

_may have cast an actress who read the "Sunbonnet Sue" monologue extremely well but struggles
, with everything else. I think she is less advanced than I had originally thought. I have not taught
her in a class and I knew it was a risky casting choice.
January 23, 2002
Sue will work music. Then we will start working acting and cleaning the individual
scenes. Between 2:45 and 5:30 I hope to touch Rocky Road, Baptism, Schoolhouse, Robbing
Peter.to Pay Paul, and some individual work with Dugout. It seems like a very tight schedule.
We cleaned the items listed. We also listened to the Childbirth music and started
working with that. I spoke with a licensed midwife who is going to come in tomorrow to speak
with the cast. This scene is a big challenge for me because I have so little experience in this area.
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January 24, 2002
Sue will work music. The following rehearsals ar~ scheduled for the afternoon:
"Freedom Quilt," "Doves in a Window," "Butterfly," and individual work with "Babies Blocks."
A Midwife will also come in to talk with the cast. I just received an e-mail from the music
director. She is worried that the cast is not learning ,the music. They have been given practice
tapes with their part and CD's with the accompaniment and therefore have ample support. It
seems they are not practicing. This afternoon I am going to give them some deadlines and

.

discuss adding music rehearsals. They will not like this.

.

After a little homework discussion, rehearsal was wonderful! The midwife talked about

breath and the different stages of labor. She then helped us to create a simple but beautiful
"'Childpirth" scene that is challenging but not overwhelming for the cast. We then cleaned the
'

blocking on "Doves" and worked indiyidual acting scenes in "Babies Blocks" and "Rebel
Patch." We finished the rehearsal with cleaning "Log Cabin."
January 2?; 2002
During 61h period the cast will run Act 1. Between 2:45 and 4: 10 we will run A<.!t 1 and 2.
Then we will work acting scenes.
The run thru went well. The same actress was sick again and another still needed to learn
Act II. A third actress has some interesting acting mannerisms. She might be trying to reach a
final product without processing what the character wants. I need to figure out how to help her.
I sent a ground plan with lighting areas to be lit with the technical director. I still need to find
inexpensive hoops and quilts.
January 26, 2002
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Suzie will work dances between 11 :00 and 1:00. At 1:00 I will stage "Dandelion" and

"Tree of Life." We will also clean "Crosses and Losses." At 2:00 we will run the entire show.
'

Rehearsal went well. The cast danced and completed a run thru. I found most of the
props and boots for the girls. We had to stop early due to snow.
January 27, 2002
I spent six hours sewing a cyclorama for the show. In my basement, my little Singer
Featherweight proved its worth on twenty-seven square yards of fabric.
January 28, 2002
Students have finals so the rehearsal schedule needed to be trimmed. The cast will work
with Sue from 12: 15 to 1:30. They will then run Act II.
Sue cancelled this rehearsal so the cast did a run thru. I spent another three hours sewing
the cyclorama.
January 29, 2002
I cancelled rehearsal due to finals. I finished the cyclorama after another three hours. I
hope this works.

.

January 30, 2002
.
During the sixth period class, the cast needs to clean the back room. My costumer has
not followed through and so I will be borrowing all the costumes. We ~o not have the budget or
time to sew them . I'm traveling to Village Theatre and Civic Light Opera to pull costumes.
January 31, 2002
Rehearsal is from 1:00.:.4:00. I need to stage "Dandelion" and "Tr~e of Life." I also need
to clean "Log Cabin." We will do a full run with notes and working session afterwards.
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Collecting costumes .was very successful. It has been a frustrating week technically. My

costume designer has not participated. The angles of the platforms were built incorrectly and

•

therefore.; many scenes will need to be re-blocked. The two platforms closest to the audience
•

will need to be cut due to time constraints . . My co-teacher thinks we should cancel rehearsal to ·
finish the set. I hope there is another way around that. We have not worked the acting as much
as I would have wished. Sigh.
February 1, 2002

·

At l l :00 we will run Act I and II. From 1: 15-3 :30 Sue will hold a vocal rehearsal. I. will
clean "Cornelia" at 3 :30.
Rehearsal went.well. All of the costumes have been assigned and volunteers will be
hemming them. I think I might add some trim to the costumes to bring out inore color.
February 4, 2002
We will run show at 6:00 and work sections until 9:00. This afternoon the,castwill
review lines for "Secret Drawer" and dance for "Thread the Needle." During the next two weeks
I hope we can continue to work acting in the midst of technical work.
Rehearsal went well. The cast is still focused on prop placement and dance steps. I think
we will try another Laban warm-up to help characterization.
February 5, 2002
Sue will work Music. This is the area of most challenge. We needed to change three
acting rehearsals to vocal sessions.
February 6, 2002
We will run and work show.

.
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The show technically looks good. Actors are still struggling with lines and involving
character. Sarah has no age. I want her to use her Laban work to add a slower tempo and
heavier carriage at the beginning and end of the show. She is not secure with her lines.
February 7, 2002

.• .

We will run and work show .
The cast took a huge step forward in acting tonight. We are almost finished with set. We
could have used all the platforms after all.
February 8, 2002 ·
We will run and work the show adding lights.
Lighting was not ready and cast was tired. I could tell they were giving their best effort.

'
Friday rehearsals are difficult
February 9, 2002
We will clean dances in the morning and,run the show with costumes in the afternoon.
The stage will be painted.
This has been a stressful and tiring day. I went to a quilt class early this morning and
then to rehearsal and work party from 10:00 - 6:00. At one time today the set was orange!
Yikes! But the sc.enic designer assured me that it would look good after the final paint ~oat is
applied after school Monday. The cast worked well. The costumes lo?k good for having our
costumer cancel on us. I used the color palette that I had from a dating fabrics book. I knew that·
I wanted a dusty but colorful look on stage. Now we will add trim to brighten things up a bit.
February 11, 2002
We will run and work show.

,

.
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We started at 5:30. The cast is working well. I think all of the actors have grown and

developed through this process. They were more focused tonight and need an audience. The
planked stage looks great but there is a good deal of "thumping" from their boots. I'm having
leather put on the bottoms of the boots and stools and giving plenty of notes on this subject. My
co-teacher bought three feet rather than three yards of theatrical gauze, which was to help the
mood of the "Childbirth" scene. So that effect is cut. This is unfortunate, it was a great concept
of a lone woman giving birth in a wagon with one or two helpers. I had read about this in a
,

.

.

journal during my research.
February 12, 2002
We will run and work show with orchestra.
We had a good run. The cast is having pitch problems. Part of this. is that they are
concentrating so hard that their pitch is low. They need to smile more during their songs to help
the pitch and project more overall. Two actresses are having line problems, which slows the .
pace of the show. The cast still needs to listen and react to each other more.
February 13, 2002
We will run and work show with orchestra.
Final Dress went well. I'm having major ego problems with the actor who.is playing
Sarah . She doesn't know her lines and I believe she is compensating for her nerves and ·
insecurity. She asked when we were finish~d tonight and was appalled that she would not be
ho,tne until 9:45. At this point in most productions at Roosevelt High School casts are called
from 6:00-11 :00. To save the actors voices I have tried to change the schedule. They are called
from 6:00-9:00. A second actress changed much of her work tonight also. I told her to
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.

remember to just tell the story and praised her in other ways. The lighting went well. I think we
'

·are all ready for an audience.
February 14, 2002
Opening Night! The cast was called at 6:00. We ran some of the dance numbers, warmed
up physically and vocally, and set props. They had a very good opening. They worked
confidently as an ensemble and individually. Their characters were solid yet I could tell there
was some opening ·night adrenaline adding to their energy.
February 15, 2002
The cast had a rough matinee. It is unfortunate that they only have four shows; I would
love to work more consistently during a longer run. Lines were missed and energy was very
low. The evening show was tighter however the .cast rushed. Wes mentioned this in his critique
and I totally agree. Many of the moments were missed because of the fast pace of the show.
Ov~rall, I am very proud of the ca~t. They work well as a group and react as professional actors
to notes and critique.
February 16, 2002

•

The cast had a good closing night. Act I was solid. However, they started to have pitch
problems in the second act and forget lines. I still wish they had one more week of
performances. Overall, the cast and crew have had a wonderful experience working on Quilters .
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QUILTERS at Roosevelt High School
Viewed Friday night, February 15, 2002
Produced and Directed by Beth Madsen, in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the
degree, Master of Arts in Theatre Production
QUILTERS by Molly Newman and Barbara Damasheck has become a modem
"classic," receiving numerous productions annually in aU types of theatres throughout the
world. Most directors stage the play the way the authors intended, and Roosevelt's
production was no exception.
Beth Madsen remains true to the original intent of the authors. She has produced
a first-class high school production. Supported by a wonderful staff, the production
graces the small Roosevelt stage and is possibly as close to professional as these students
can perform at this stage in their careers.
Of considerable importance in this production is the ability of the actors to
transfer classroom training to public performance, a part of Beth' s master's degree work.
As with dance, music, art, and some sports, theatre provides a clear measurement of
achievement as the student responds to training and demonstrates learning. The
demonstration is in the public arena.
The students in drama classes at Roosevelt High School are being trained in
techniques of musical theatre, acting, musical theatre acting, Shakespeare, movement,
mime, makeup and costuming, lighting, sound technology, and a few other areas. The
production of QUILTERS allows each of these disciplines to be displayed, and all display
remarkably well - especially the musical theatre training, movement, acting and lighting.
The overall technology in the production, supervised by Ruben Van Kempen, is
solid. The scenic design, by Karen Kuykendall, is primarily the use of various platforms
and placement of the combo on stage. (The upright piano is a nice touch.) These are
wise decisions. One oversight is the very bad wrinkle at the top of the eye, which could
have been masked with a simple valence. The lighting is basic but very effective,
considering the small number of instruments available to the designer, Raz Barnea, and
was only damaged by noisy fans in the instruments. The makeup and hair are good; the
costumes, designed by the director and produced by students, are colorfully effective.
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A weakness in the technical (and house) work is the lack of a proper ventilation
system for the little theatre. If an audience becomes uncomfortable, it's almost
impossible to hold their attention. (The lady next to me was so warm she dozed off
during the first act. When I informed her about what a good show she was missing, she
worked harder at being attentive and loved the second act!) The drama program at
Roosevelt is fortunate to have this small theatre to be used for both rehearsal and
performance. However, I hope the drama faculty and school administration can work
together to find a way to properly ventilate the facility. Work of the students is suffering
because this problem has not been resolved.
On the performance side of QUILTERS, the combo, lead with first-class
accompaniment by pianist and musical director, Susan Bardsley, and supported by
musicians Hannah Snyder and Gerald Beaton, was wonderful. Miss Bardsley has taken
young voices and made them comfortable, disciplined, and strong. Only on occasion do
the young singers appear timid. For the most part, the singing is strong and effective, and
I loved the harmonies on "We'll Never Grow Old" and "Manna." Choreography by
Suzanne Madsen is also first rate, not too difficult for the performers (primarily nondancers) and yet effective.
Beth's directing is excellent. The staging, timing, tempo, stage pictures, and
characterizations are on the money. There is no over-acting, an amazing accomplishment
with high school performers. I loved their honesty and sense of ensemble. They pulled
me into the show and got me absorbed. I admired the tasteful handling of the abortion
scene, the windmill, the covered wagon, and many other moments. The "corncob doll"
scene was especially fun, and the "butterfly" especially beautiful.
Casting is solid. Chloe Ramras, Delisle Merrill, Margo Hubers-Drake, Shannon
Lin, Kate Sarff, Danielle Sewell, and Sarah Pearce make an engaging ensemble,
controlling their work and acting with honesty.
The show runs smoothly, which means it has good stage management from Matan
Barnea, Sam Yawitz, and Andreas Graf
In addition to the production, Beth and company had assembled an interesting
lobby display. Period documents and photos helped the audience understand where and
what the play was about, and quilts on display added richness to the entire experience.
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I view high school production all over America (as part of our MA in Theatre
Production) for drama and English teachers, and this production at Roosevelt High
School is among the best I've seen. Drama programs of the kind being offered at
Roosevelt can offer students the PRIMARY training sought by employers today. Those
skills include (1) the ability to speak the English language effectively, (2) the ability to
speak in public without fear (speaking in public is the number one fear in America today
- more dominant than deep water, snakes, heights, or even terrorists), (3) the ability to
write well (which includes the ability to analyze material and interpret). How many
disciplines can offer such in-depth and measurable preparation in all of these areas?
Drama is among the very few.
Roosevelt is fortunate to have people capable of offering this training. And these
students will realize a few years from now what they learned from this program.
Thank you for a lovely visit and an entertaining show.

Wesley Van Tassel, Ph.D.
Professpr
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Self-evaluation

.

Producing and directing Quilters has been one. of the most challenging and rewarding
experiences of my theatre career. The cast and crew worked well with each other and the
audience members praise.cl the production. T.he learning goals for the project were partially or
completely accomplished.

.

_One of the first learning goals was that students would design, produce, and perform
Quilters in an intimate space. The lighting designer and I discussed and altered the design to fit
the small space of the Little Theatre. Color was used in the design to reinforce the action. It was
important that it did not distract from the story. The scenic design was sparse to offer as much
space as possible for action and imagination. I designed and created a cyclorama to portray the
great expanse of the prairie. My costume designer left the project. Fortunately, using my
I

research as a guide, I was able to borrow costumes of the appropriate style and color palette from
local theatres.
My strong director's concept ~d backup research influenced all of my choices when
,.

working with the design team. Although I was open to new ideas from my production crew, I
had more confidence i~ our final choices because of the pre-production work for the thesis.
To fulfill another goal, the students conducted research to prepare for the rehearsal
:

process of Quilters. In December, the cast met for an hour each day during their sixth period
class. Often this time was spent learning music, however, I spent one of these days teaching the
cast how to quilt. After this initial lesson, the cast often met during this time, s,at in a circle,
quilted, and passed around several books that I provided. The books included women's journal
entries from the eighteenth century, ·interesting stories that I had found, and seGtions from my
thesis. They quilted and took turns reading aloud from this research. The cast loved this time.
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This was a wonderful way for them to discover interesting things about their characters and bond
as a cast. This created a strong ensemble before the first acting rehearsal.
During the rehearsal process this research was not discussed unless there was a specific
question that related directly to playing a scene. During.my initial research, I argued that the
•characters were the most important part of Quilters. I now believe that the stories shm,ild have
the highest priority. While working with one of the younger actresses I realized that she was so
worried about her character that the truth of her story was getting lost. We couldn't hear her
onstage and her gestures seemed contrived and unrelated to what she was saying. We began to
focus on telling the story. For two of the actors I had the choice of honesty or characterization. I
chose to strive for honesty.
Although pre.serving the honesty of the situations was a high priority during rehearsal, we
also spent time using the Laban movement to develop characters as well. Most warm-up
sessions include time designated for Laban work. For my intermediate and advance actresses
this seemed to spark larger character choices that were still honest and interesting.
The cast also spent time working with the language of Quilters. We analyzed speeches
for active verbs and punctuation. I noticed that my beginning actors found it difficult to preserve
the honesty of their characters while concentrating on specific language in their lines. The
"Sunbonnet Sue" monologue became frantic. The actress was so determined to use punctuation
and grammar, that she lost the honesty of her char-acter. Very carefully, I pulled her attention
back to her basic work, telling the story. Again, I chose to focus on honesty with my younger
actors rather than lose the story by striving for a more advanced acting technique.
'

Another challenge was to produce Quilters within a six-week rehearsal schedule. The

.

production schedule needed to be extremely organized to allow for flexibility. During the final
'- J

,
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weeks ofrehearsal the cast's musical songs seemed weak. Several acting sessions were replaced
with vocal rehearsals. This was unfortunate, but I was glad to have ability ~o focus on the music.
Overall, my interest in the research for Quilters directly translated to my passion for the

.

show. Many of the stage pictures were a combination of the triangles and diagonals that Hodge
discusses and photographs from historical journals. The cast and crew felt a great deal of
ownership and I had the pleasure of watching the cast of Quilters make the show their own for
four successful performances.
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Appendix

The following appendix includes samples of the overall visual design of Quilters. Included are

•

costume color palette, set color palette, program, poster, composition pictures, lobby display
pictures, and a CD that holds J?OSt of the Jobby display.

•

•

.

BOOSEVELT DI\A:tlA 8/'1/ PI\BSEHTS

February 14, 15, 16 at 7:30 PM
February 15 at 2:30 PM
In the Little Theatre - Room 115
$6 General, $4 Student
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Costume Color Palette

Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright
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Scenic Design and Color Palette
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Composition Photographs
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Composition Photographs
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Lobby Display Photographs
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Lobby Display Photographs
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Lobby Display Photographs
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Lobby Display Photographs
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Lobby Display Photographs
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uilte ·s is a play about the strength and endurance of the lmman spirit. The
women of the nineteenth century overcame amazing trials to live on the great prairie.
Using the device of story telling, the character in Quilters relive many of the events
from this era. They each piece together stories of fa.i~ courage, tragedy, humor, and
l1-0pe to create a multifaceted quilt that represents the experiences of pioneer women.

"You can't always change things. Sometimes you don't
have no control over the way things go. Hail ruins the
crop or the fire burns you out. And then you're just
given so much to work with".in a life, and -you have to do
the best you can with wha you got. The materials is
passed on to, you or is all you can afford to..l>uy .••
that's just what's given to you. Your fate. But the way
you put them together is you business. You can put
them in any order you_like. Piecing is orderly."
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cohesiveness was during the wagon scene when the actors seemed very crowded and
the wagon boughs were at different angles making it hard to suspend one's disbelief
in the setting. But overall I enjoyed the movement which nicely complimented the
music and singing. which were very well done for a production at this level.
In terms of the design elements which include setting, lights and costumes, I felt
they worked well together. The theatre and stage are very small and I think it was
a wise choice not to do too much with these elements. The costumes and props were
appropriate, the setting very basic and the lighting elements often enhanced the
production. While I enjoyed the simplicity of the setting, I was distracted by being
able to view the rough edges of the eye and wondered if something simple might have
been done to finish the look. Perhaps some branches, or tall grass might have been
used to frame the eye more and thus hide the areas where it wrinkled. In terms of
the lighting, I loved the use of the eye in the back lighted scenes. My only
suggestion here would be to avoid having the lights pop on and go to black quite to
quickly as it was a rather rude completion or change, taking the audience in anot her
direction too quickly. I am guessing that this "choice" was dictated by the limits of
the actual lighting system. I also suggest that the band lights have some gel over
them so they are not quite so bright.
However, these small criticisms aside, I was impressed with the overall production
which was charming, simple and well executed. I think this is an excellent example
of amateur theater at its best and shows that Beth Madsen has a high level of
accomplishment as a teacher, director and producer of theatre. Great job Beth!

Response to Thesis Production for Beth Madsen
Associate Professor Brenda Hubbard
March 31, 2002

I n response to a video tape of the production Quilters, direct ed by graduate
student, Beth Madsen, I will reflect on what I observed. Overall , t his seemed like
an accomplished and first-rat e production. There was a nice unity of the minimal
elements employed which include acting, set, costumes, props , lights and music. The
director appeared to be going f or an honest, charming and straight fo rward
rendering of the play which worked to great effect. The young performers rarely
seemed to "comment" on their acting choices and were warm, honest and believable.
I think this was one of the greatest strengths of the product ion. Most of the
actors had good speaking and s inging voices and attacked their roles with
commitment and clarity. I was really pleased to see that there were very f ew
"cutesy" moments and just a lovely sense of storytelling. The young women were
were well-suited t o their roles overall. A f ew exceptions included voices that were
a bit too soft to be heard. But I thought the casting and acting was very well done.
The direction of t he piece was also well done. The movement and transitions were
handled well and simply. The picturization was evocative and interesting much of
t he time. I really liked it when the director used t he st rong diagonal and wished
that there had been a few more moments for this. It appeared that she saved her
downstage corners for specific scenes, which worked well in those scenes, but
occasionally I f elt the picture grew flat with everyone on the middle level.
Dramatically there were a few occasions whe re the scenes were also a bit flat, the
birthing scene is one ti example. It seemed that the director and actors he ld back
f rom this scene which is too bad, since it is one of t he high points of the play. I
was also disappointed in the final moment in the play when the quilt is revealed
because there was no height t o t he picture. When they simply held up the quilt, it
never achieved the visual impact that it might have, had the actors on the upstage
cor ners had more height. Perhaps if t hey had st ood on chairs while holding the quilt,
the quilt would have made a greater visual statement.
The choreography and mime work in the production was also done fairly well. There
were a few t imes I wished that t he actor~ movements were more coordinated and
executed together, but overall, t he movement asked of the actors was well done and
within the actor's range of skil l. An example of a time when the mime lacked

